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Abstract 

Currently the fixed broadband offer to the residential market in urban areas is wide and 

diverse. Therefore, every client may contract this fixed broadband service in an 

individual (disaggregated) way, regardless of whether the service is shared with other 

users within the households (family) and businesses (employees). Traditional operators 

are in charge of network planning, roll out and commercialization including the 

definition of the final retail service offer. This project analyses a disruptive model that 

introduces a new paradigm change in the service commercialisation, known as Bottom-

Up and it requires a certain level of co-ordination among users, in front of the traditional 

Top-Down approach. The model created assumes that several users hire a fixed 

broadband service to be shared in multiple (aggregated) homes. The model is developed 

under a dense urban scenario and neighbour communities are defined as the aggregation 

unit that shares the connection. The conclusion from this paper is that aggregation 

model of network in the building level is feasible. Other features that extend the results 

are an increased efficiency, lower investment and long-term sustainability. 

 

 

Resumen 

En la actualidad la oferta de banda ancha fija dirigida al mercado residencial urbano es 

amplia y diversa. Por tanto, cada cliente contrata este servicio de forma desagregada 

independientemente de que el servicio sea compartido con otros usuarios dentro de la 

misma residencia (familia) o negocio (empleados). Los operadores tradicionales son 

quienes están a cargo de planificar la red, el despliegue y definir la oferta minorista de 

servicios. En este trabajo se analiza un modelo disruptivo que representa un nuevo 

cambio de paradigma en cuanto a la comercialización de servicios, metodología 

conocida como Bottom-Up, que requiere un cierto nivel de coordinación entre los 

propios usuarios finalistas del servicio, frente al Top-Down tradicional. En el modelo 

creado se asume que los usuarios se unen para contratar y compartir la conexión de 

banda ancha fija. El modelo es desarrollado en un escenario urbano denso y define 

como unidad de agregación las comunidades de vecinos. La conclusión que se deriva de 

este documento es que el modelo de agregación de red a nivel de edificio es posible. 

Otras características que se suman a los resultados son una mayor eficiencia, menor 

inversión y sostenibilidad a largo plazo. 
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Chapter 1. MOTIVATION 
 

 

Telecom’s business model hasn’t changed a lot since the market liberalization in the late 

80s. Large operators still has a noticeable piece of the market, while other operators have 

addressed their strategy towards niche markets as a result of the whole broadband market 

growth. Competitiveness is mainly based in facilities rather than services creating a large 

investment barrier for newcomers. 

Now, the residential broadband offer is mainly addressed to single end-users receiving 

service in their households. Sharing models have been only used among operators to 

reduce the huge investments in both wireless and cable deployments. Competition based 

on infrastructure creates strong investment barriers to second and third movers based on 

the traditional telecommunications business model. Some carriers tried to get some 

advantage from regulatory measures (i.e. unbundling) to avoid such barriers and gain 

customers with relative success. 

Other models of sharing investment, based on bottom-up
1
 models, have been proved to be 

successful in rural areas (as in Gurb, Catalonia). However, those models have not been 

yet tested in competitive areas where there is a rich broadband offer and also a high 

demand like urban and dense urban areas. 

This thesis seeks for the need to explore new business opportunities in the 

telecommunications sector aiming the goal to design a highly efficient low-cost, low-

investment model user-centred, where the Internet access service keeps close to be a 

universal service. In highly competitive areas, such as dense urban zones, a new model 

based on offering a shared Internet access to a set of end-users seems to be feasible as a 

new business opportunity and as a new way to deploy costly networks. 

The questions addressed along this project are the following: 

 How can the bottom-up broadband concept be adapted in a highly competitive 

market for Internet under a complete private and non-subsidized model? 

 Is economically feasible a bottom-up Internet provider deploying its own fibre 

infrastructure in an urban scenario? 

                                                           
 

1
  The term bottom-up-broadband (BuB) defines network design, deployment and operation initiatives 

driven by end user needs. These end users can be individuals, companies or institutions. This concept is in 

contrast to the traditional top-down approach in which commercial telecommunications operators are the 

ones that take the responsibility of deploying the network and then offer the users a set of services to 

choose from. 
(BuB, 1)
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 How the aggregation of demand based on communities of end-users may impact 

on current fibre deployments by traditional operators? 

 Which is the best strategy to deploy a fibre infrastructure: build-all from the 

scratch, an hybrid strategy that combines own deployment of fibre and rental 

from third parties, or a pure-rental model? 

 

The thesis is organized as follows, from Chapter 2 to Chapter 6 it provides the highlights 

of the telecommunications market research, beginning with the fixed broadband market 

in Spain, before detailing the structure of a traditional operator that follow a vertical 

model. An analysis of the different technologies of fibre to provide broadband is made, 

and followed by an estimation of the fibre deployment costs. In the next chapter we 

analyse the impact of demand aggregation in the broadband market. 

To contrast the bottom-up broadband model we include several interviews with 

broadband experts to catch their insights and thoughts regarding the new bottom-up 

broadband model and explore its future evolution in a highly competitive Internet market.  

The following Chapters, 7 and 8, go into the details of the new bottom-up broadband 

operator, including the business model (Chapter 7) as well as the conclusions (Chapter 8) 

of the study.   
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Chapter 2. BROADBAND MARKET IN SPAIN 
 

 

The term Broadband used along this thesis refers to high-speed Internet access faster than 

the traditional dial-up and close to the top speeds offered in the xDSL and cable markets 

from 10 to 100Mbps per household. It allows to deliver more content through the 

transmission “pipeline” and allows a highest quality of service (VoIP, gaming, streaming, 

TV) that often require the transfer of large amounts of data. Furthermore, it is required to 

evolve to accommodate the full range of services and applications that Internet may offer 

in the coming future. 

 

2.1. The Market definition and evolution 
 

The broadband market in Spain contains all operators providing the service and all the 

companies involved in Internet access. Spain had a good but slow adoption of fixed 

broadband. The standard fixed broadband (> 1Mbps) in 2012 covered 97.6% of homes in 

Spain (96.1% in Europe), moreover the next generation access networks of providing at 

least 30 Mbps (HFC,VDSL, FTTH) was available to only 58.8% of homes (53.9% in 

Europe). Even though In January 2013, the take-up (subscriptions as a percentage of 

population) of fixed broadband was 25.3% in Spain (III Quarter 2013).  
(Minetur, 1) (Europe, 1) 

(INE, 1)
 

The National Regulatory Authority in Spain, which is CNMC (Comisión Nacional de los 

Mercados y de la Competencia), issues periodic market reports every quarter. In 2013, we 

observed an important grow in the amount invested in fibre, which have more than 

double in terms of accesses since the previous year.  
(CNMC DATA, 1) 

 

Table 2- 1. Total income and yearly variance ratio  

* 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Retail services 
36,928.51 

1.2% 

34,552.24 

-6.4% 

33,308.05 

-3.6% 

31,540.18 

-5.3% 

29,220.34 

-7.4% 

26,733.98 

-8.5% 

Wholesale services 
7,208.31 

-2.2% 

6,675.68 

-7.4% 

6,491.19 

-2.8% 

6,410.33 

-1.2% 

6,007.96 

-6.3% 

5,167.97 

-13.98% 

Total 
44,136.82 

0.6% 

41,227.92 

-6.6% 

39,799.24 

-3.5% 

37,950.51 

-4.6% 

35,228.30 

-7.2% 

31,901.95 

-9.5% 

* Millions of Euros (CNMC DATA, 2) 
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We observe a reduction in overall income of 9.5% in 2013 that is due to the strategy of a 

price reduction in services when commercializing most of them as bundles. Moreover 

nowadays there are a bunch of new incoming services that increase even more the need 

for a high-speed connection to allocate mainly video services. For instance Video of 

Demand (Wuaki.tv, Netflix), the evolution of the audiovisual market to 4K video 

resolutions (65Mb/s) and games by streaming like Sony with PlayStation Now service are 

examples of applications that raise the demand for broadband. 
(IGN, 1) 

 For this reason 

Internet tends to be called The Internet of the Services. However, Spain is among the 

countries with higher prices in the OECD for the most basic speed as 2.5 Mbps, with an 

average monthly price of 26.43€. 
(OECD, 1)  

In conclusion, the broadband market increasingly needs more powerful connections as 

more and more services and devices connect to it. The raised demand of existing services 

combined with the introduction of new applications will continue impacting the 

requirements to have a higher bandwidth. Moreover, it is important to see the evolution 

of the market at different strategy models than the traditional, to undertake more quickly 

the adoption to faster networks with less investment. 
(FTTH Council, 1)

 

 

2.2. Next Generation Access networks 
 

 

2.2.1. Definition 
 

The Next Generation Access Networks (NGAN) is the natural evolution of the 

telecommunications fibre-based market able to allocate all these new services, mainly 

based on video and high-definition streaming services. These Networks represent a 

noticeable improvement in the quality and speed of the service, as well as an economic 

improvement for the user subscriber. 
(IEEE, 1) 

Nowadays, The NGA networks are part of the national digital agendas to upgrade current 

networks and provide services to the people with an increasing consuming pattern of 

audiovisual contents. The NGA networks are based on Fibre Optics, DOCSIS 3.0 and all 

the supported by IP protocols and technologies starting at 30Mbps. The tags of the new 

regulation of the CNMC for the NGA networks in Spain is an efficient investment, 

effective competition, promote the innovation and the sustainability of the model. 
(CNMC, 1) 
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2.2.2. Which is the difference between Fibre Access and ordinary 

network? 

 

The differences of the Fibre-Based NGAN and the copper pair are not only the 

improvement in the quality and speed, it represents an important change in the 

infrastructure. Nowadays the copper-based networks are owned by the old incumbents 

(i.e. Telefonica in Spain). The existence of one actor with most of the current 

infrastructure represents a barrier to new operators that have to compete reselling or 

renting the networking infrastructure to a direct competitor.
 (CNMC, 2)

 

The deployment of NGA networks creates a new opportunity for new carriers to build 

their own network to compete and avoid the direct or indirect dependence from the 

incumbent. NGA networks are not based on the local-loop unbundling regulation yet 

because the possible negative effect on not recovering the investment. If an incumbent 

have the obligation to provide wholesale services it may slow down the investment in this 

new networks. 
(CNMC, 3) 

 

Table 2- 2. Difference between Copper Pair and NGA Fibre-based networks. 

 Copper Pair NGAN - Fibre 

Speed Slow - Up to 100Mb/s. 

High - More than 10Gbps and currently 

there are ways to multiply the speed up to 

several terabytes. 
(IJTRA, 1)

  

Security 

 

Low - A copper cable can be intercepted 

because the transmission occurs along a 

cable.  

High - Data Transmission is performed 

by using light, making it difficult to 

intercept the data. 
(The FOA, 1)

 

Size Heavy  Copper Thinner and lightweight 

Interferences 

Most Likely - They contain metal and 

are unsafe to interferences. This is a 

source of downtime in copper networks
 

Avoid electromagnetic interference. 

Costs 

High cost to deploy and maintain. Lower operating costs (OPEX). 

(FTTH Council, 1)
 

Regulation 
Local-loop unbundling to the 

incumbent Operator (i.e. Movistar) 

It has not been implemented yet. There 

is a principle and lines to the future 

regulation by the CNMC 
(CNMC, 1)
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2.2.3. How the Spanish Regulatory Authority (CNMC) segments the 

telecom market? 

 

In the past there were defined up to 18 different CMT (Commission for the 

Telecommunications Market) markets, however with the upgrading of the mobile 

technologies and the services these markets have suffered a lot of changes and they have 

been grouped and renamed. The 11 and 12 segment markets are currently the 4 and 5. 

The new technologies created new needs. For that reason the CNMC is changing the list 

in terms the necessary regulation of the market. The current defined markets are: 
(CNMC, 4) (CNMC, 5) 

- Market 1: Retail Market of the telephonic access from fixed location. 

- Market 2: Origin of calls in fixed networks.  

- Market 3: Final of calls in fixed networks. 

- Market 4: Wholesale access market (physical) to network infrastructure from 

fixed location. 

- Market 5: Wholesale broadband access (no physical).  

- Market 6: Wholesale leased terminal lines. 

- Market 14: Wholesale trunk leased lines. 

 

- Old Market 18: Wholesale market transmission of television signals. 

This project is focused on markets 4 and 5 where both are wholesale markets that are 

addressed to the same retail market. The study of these markets will provide interesting 

information about the broadband market addressed by the bottom-up broadband model 

presented in the next chapter. 
(CNMC, 6)

 

 

2.2.4. Current status of NGA penetration 
 

The situation of the penetration of NGA networks is very promising in Spain. From 2012 

to 2013 the coverage of at least 30 Mbps has improved by 6 points, from 53% to 59% 

partly due to the progression in Fibre Optics, with coverage from 9% in 2012 to 14% 

population in 2013. 
(Minetur, 1) 

 

Table 2- 3. Population coverage estimated for each technology platform in Spain 

Technology Coverage 

2012 

Coverage 

2013 

ADSL (10Mbps) 68% 71% 

VDSL (30Mbps) 11% 12% 

HFC 46% 47% 

FTTH 9% 14% 

HSPA (3,5G) 96% 99% 

(Minetur, 1) 
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However, these numbers are still below of digital agenda in Europe, which estimate 

100% coverage of at least 30 Mbps and at least 50% of households with more than 

100Mbps in 2020. 
(Europe, 1)

 

 

2.2.4.1. Accesses Installed 
 

Table 2-4 data represents the NGA penetration about the other networks in Spain between 

2010 and 2012. We must mention that are accesses installed, it doesn’t mean that they 

were on service, which we will discuss later. 

Table 2- 4. Accesses installed by media type and operator groups 

 
  * In cable Operators there are included: Ono, Euskaltel, R, Telecable and Procono. Other small operators are in “Rest”  

(CNMC DATA, 1) 

 

As it can be seen, in 2010 copper technologies dominated NGA, with a very small 

penetration of fibre, and the cable (DOCSIS 3.0) was also the most deployed technology 

close to 6.8 million installed accesses.  

FTTH and FFTN have increased between 2010 and 2012. For instance, Telefonica from 

1.5M in 2011 to 3.2M in 2012 manage a growth of 113%, more than double, due to the 

continuous investment by that company. The Installed Access has grown rapidly, with 

more than 1 million per year. As it can be seen in the Table 2-5, Movistar had an 

important investment in 2011, with an increment of 150% (up to 1,474M€) in 2011 and 

also Orange with a 146.2% of increment from previous year. It is important to say that 

despite the growth of installed accesses, investment in the sector has fallen in 2012, partly 

due to Telefonica and Movistar, who are doing approximated more than 40% of the total 

investment every year. 
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Table 2- 5. Total investment in the Sector and annual change ratio by Operator 

 2009 

 

2010 2011 2012 

Telefonica Spain 
1,270.68 

-13.0% 

1,404.67 

10.5% 

1.416,20 

0.8% 

1,182.05 

-16.5% 

Vodafone 
633.46 

-12.5% 

674.72 

6.5% 

578.45 

-14.3% 

588.20 

1.7% 

Orange 
422.55 

-21.1% 

402.06 

-9.1% 

989.99 

146.2% 

479.87 

-51.5% 

Movistar 
558.72 

-21.6% 

589.66 

5.5% 

1,474.41  

150.0% 

466.26 

-68.4% 

Ono 
219.29 

-37.5% 

244.36 

11.4% 

291.73 

19.4% 

299.41 

2.6% 

Abertis Group 
106.30 

-2.4% 

90.91 

-14.5% 

32.93 

-63.8% 

21.13 

-35.8% 

Total 
4,276.65 

-17.3% 

4,473.94 

4.6% 

5,919.44 

32.3% 

4,053.10 

-31.5% 

(CNMC DATA, 3) 

However, as shown in Table 2-4, the Copper pair network has lost from 2011 until 2012 

about 300.000 accesses, mainly due to the upgrade to FFTH and FFTN networks. You 

can also see how the cable operators have upgraded their equipment to HFC DOCSIS 3.0 

mainly from 2010 until 2011 as we can see in the significant increase in 2011. We could 

say that this is a very encouraging display. 

 

2.2.4.2. Accesses in service 
 

In contrast to the previously spoken, in the Table 2-6 from CNMC it is represented the 

accesses in service. It may be more interesting to know the real penetration of the NGA. 

 

Table 2- 6. Accesses in Service by media type and operator groups  

 

(CNMC DATA, 4) 
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As it can be observed, in 2010 the Optical Fibre penetration by Telefonica was 505,464 

service accesses. From those, 48,206 are Fibre to the Home technology based. In two 

years, this number has grown very remarkable to 323,285 accesses, a remarkable 27% of 

yearly growth. But it is important to remind that Telefonica have 3.2 million FTTH 

installed accesses.  

On the other hand, the Cable Operators HFC DOCSIS 3.0 increased their accesses from 

2010 until 2011 in 500.000 lines, however in 2012 have lost 200.000 of this accesses. 

This is a result of the strong campaign of Movistar with “Fusion offer”
2
 that they were 

launched in the last quarter of 2012. 

To sum up, the Copper pair has been losing accesses in service. It is easy predictable 

because of the strong irruption of NGA in the broadband market. The Cable Operators 

have continued in the same line, because a great part of the DOCSIS 1.0 could be 

upgrade to DOCSIS 3.0, for this reason the major part of the clients were NGA, however 

it is noticeable the massive loss of clients from 2011 to 2012 (7.8%). Finally, the total 

lines in service had fallen, from 16.1 million in 2010 to 14.7 in 2012. This situation 

shows that in Spain there are fewer user subscribers in 2012, although as shown in Table 

2- 3, the coverage area is growing every year. 

 

2.3.  Main Operators offering broadband services in Spain 
 

Figure 2- 1. Wholesalers and Retailers in Spain 

Wholesalers Retailers 

         

 

   
        

(LaCalaFibra, 1)                   

 

Both 

             

 

                                                           
 

2
 The Fusion Offer has two different sections: Movistar Fusion TV 10Mb and Movistar Fusion TV Fibre 

100Mbps. They include landline, one mobile phone with 4G connections (100Mb) and 100min calls 

included. The ADSL connection (10Mbps) have a price of 42€ (6 TV channels), and the Fibre one 

(100Mbps) 54€ with TV (80 Channels), if you want to include more mobile phones, it have a price from 9€ 

each line with a maximum of four.  (05/06/2014) 
(Movistar, 1)
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The main operators are divided into 2 groups. It can be seen that except for Abertis, 

cogent and Telia Sonera, all the major operators are both wholesale and retail operators 

because they sell services to companies. Some Operators (i.e. Movistar) are called 

vertical operators because they control the entire structure. Small Operators like FibraCat 

are retailers due to they only sell services to subscribers. These concepts will be discussed 

in this section. 

 

2.3.1. Wholesale Services 
 

A Wholesale service is one that is addressed to a company, and is related with the 

interconnection, leased circuits, transmission and other services of the broadband access.
  

(CNMC, 7)
 

It exists different ways for an Operator to deploy its infrastructure and services: 

 An access network owned by the operator itself. (Telefonica, Cable Operators, 

Mobile Operators), also called vertical operator. 

 Using third-parties passive infrastructure by agreement. 

 Using local loop unbundling of copper. 

 Making a bit-stream connection between Operators by indirect use agreement of 

the infrastructure of another operator by wholesale offer. 

 In areas where some Operators do not have infrastructure, they exchange 

costumers. 

 Operators that only are just reselling the service. 

 

Table 2- 7. Wholesale services revenue by Operator in 2012 

 Interconnection Leased 

circuits 

Data 

transmission 

ADSL 

services 

Transport 

and 

distribution 

Others Total 

Telefonica 727.82 622.16 0.00 580.55 0.00 65.48 1,996.01 

Movistar 718.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.72 735.38 

Vodafone 650.53 1.51 0.00 0.01 0.00 72.94 724.99 

Orange 641.04 12.60 0.00 1.13 0.00 45.78 700.55 

Abertis 0.00 17.12 0.00 0.00 268.63 74.14 359.89 

Jazztel 185.96 2.15 0.00 4.56 0.00 3.17 195.84 

Ono 152.04 28.44 3.34 0.28 0.00 0.00 184.10 

Yoigo 130.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 130.44 

Rest 492.35 63.77 48.03 6.75 125.87 243.96 980.73 

Total 3,698.86 747.75 51.37 5930.29 394.50 522.19 6,007.96 

(CNMC DATA, 5) 
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The previous Table 2-7 helps to understand which companies are offering wholesale 

services. It can be seen by the income produced in the different areas and the total income 

of the sector. Telefonica is the area responsible for fixed services and Movistar for 

Mobile Phone services as only have relevant interconnection revenues. Vodafone and 

Orange have a very similar ratio of revenue in each category. It is also interesting that 

Abertis has its business in the wholesale with transport and distribution. Moreover, in the 

same way that Movistar, Yoigo have only wholesale interconnection revenues, this 

indicates that only works as Mobile Phone Operator. There are companies dedicated to 

renting the transmission, internet access and IP traffic. These companies are for example 

Cogent and Telia Sonera as it can be seen in Figure 2-1.  

 

2.3.2. Retail Services 
 

A retail service is directed towards the customer, it is the connection that arrives to the 

subscriber building and it is the one that the user is paying for. The retail services contain 

everything related to fixed communications, mobiles and audiovisual services for the 

user.  

The most important retail operators in Spain are in the Table 2-8, as their total income is 

shown in different columns for 2012.  

 

Table 2- 8. Retail services revenue by Operator in 2012  

 
(CNMC DATA, 6) 

Table 2-8 clearly shows the difference between the role of Telefonica and Movistar, as 

we mentioned in the previous section. As we can see, the Telefonica business is focused 

in landline and fixed broadband. However, Movistar have revenue by the mobile phones, 

mobile broadband and with sale or rent the terminals. As it can be observed, the 

incumbent manages about 43% of the retail income of the sector (12,737 M€) and 72% of 

landline, that represents a 45% of fixed broadband business. This is important because it 

shows the status of the market. Telefonica and Movistar, as shown in Table 2-5 are 

responsible for 40% of the investment industry in 2012, indicating that the investment is 

in line with the sector's revenues. 
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2.4. Business Models Coexisting 
 

 

2.4.1. Traditional Business Models 
 

The traditional business models of Operators in Spain are based on providing a home 

Internet connexion with more services associated. In the same way as the copper pair in 

the past, operators are deploying Fibre to the home (FTTH). 
(CNMC DATA, 1)

 

The business model is based in offer a package of services for house, as the landline, 

mobile phone and IPTV streaming (Triple Play) with a much lower price than if hiring 

separately and thus remove the possibility of hiring with another operator. Currently 

Operators are offering Fibre Optics still associated with fixed phone line, regardless of 

alternative options such as VoIP Phone.  

ONO is the only big company that offered HFC connection with a FTTN deployment and 

then to the home with coaxial cable. The other companies, like Movistar, Orange and 

Vodafone have based their deployments 100% based on FTTH. 

 

 

2.4.2. Disruptive Business Models 
 

Despite being a minority in Spain there are also companies that offer alternative models 

of Internet connection. For example, Adamo
3
 is a company that offers only Internet 

connection to the subscriber. However, the coverage of their services is quite limited. 

This company has broken the traditional model by selling a lot of optional services with 

the Internet connection with low price and high speed Fibre-based. 
(Adamo, 1)

 

Another interesting model is Guifi.net
4

, a Bottom-Up-Broadband based 

telecommunications Operator which is open, free and neutral where the people can 

sponsor operator nodes. Guifi.net is formed by individuals, organizations, enterprises, 

education institutions, universities and government offices managed as a horizontally 

project. 
(Guifi.net, 1)

 

There are more alternative models, like the company WifiComunidades
5
, who is 

offering all the solution to connect a neighbour community with Wi-Fi devices under a 

single SSID. They have different solutions, for small or big communities. This company 

                                                           
 

3
 Adamo is offering Fibre Optics Internet 1000 Mbps/200Mbps for 34.99€ (VAT incl.) to subscribers and 

companies. (19/05/2014) 
4
 Guifi.net operations are detailed in Section 6.1.5 of this document. 

5
 WifiComunidades prices (Basic, Advanced and Premium): Basic (From 652€ VAT incl.): 50 users, 

limited to an area connectivity. Advanced (From € 1557.4 VAT incl.): 200 users expandable connectivity 

for 2 zones. Premium (From € 2330.8 VAT incl.): 500 users expandable to 3 floors.   
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is not an Operator, is only offering the hardware solution to connect the community. 
(WifiComunidades, 1)

 

Others companies like AnxaNet
6
  are offering Internet as a Service Provider to the 

neighbour communities, with Wi-Fi connection in the building. Recently in Manresa has 

emerged a new operator called FibraCat that is offering 1Gbps Internet for subscribers, 

with fixed IP and landline by VoIP for 108.88€ VAT included. 
(AnxaNet, 1)  (FibraCat, 1) 

 

Table 2- 9. Impact of disruptive models in the Spanish telecommunications market 

Enterprise Estimation of Installed 

Accesses 

Adamo 70,000 

FibraCat 19,000 

AnxaNet 3,000(2011) 

Guifi.net 23,957 nodes (09/04/2014) 

WifiComunidades 

(Domosegur SL) 
Unknown 

 

Operator’s alternative business models do not have a big impact if we consider all the 

Spanish market, where there are more than 29,700,000 million accesses. However, if we 

look more closely at each of the models, we find that some of them have an important 

impact where they operate.  

First, Adamo can offer 1000Mbps/200Mbps to more than 70,000 households in Spain, 

operating mainly in Barcelona, Girona and Asturias.  

FibraCat in 2013 had coverage about 50% of the Manresa population (Catalonia). They 

are intended to complete this coverage up to 100% of the municipality in 2014, with 

39,000 homes in the town. 
(FibraCat , 2)

 

Moreover, AnxaNet had 3000 customers in 2011, the number of installed accesses in 

neighbour communities is unknown because is confidential to the Operator.  

Guifi.net in 2014 has around 23,000 active nodes and more than 37,000 in total, running 

especially well in rural areas where traditional Operators only offer universal service 

connection (1Mbps).  

Finally, WifiComunidades is a company that only offers hardware solutions, installing 

the access points in the building, so they do not have installed accesses because they are 

not an operator.  

                                                           
 

6
 Anxanet handles only one connection used to provide connectivity to all neighbours, unlimited flow. They 

do this by Wi-Fi in the building. The company doesn’t provide the price of the installation in its website. 
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Chapter 3. THE VERTICAL MODEL 
 

 

Figure 3- 1. Graphic of the vertical model of Telecommunications 

 

 

- Infrastructure: It is part of the network that is responsible for the necessary devices 

to the interconnection of the structure. They can be data centres, POPs, satellites and 

all wiring. Correspond to the physical layer of the OSI model. 

 

- Communications: This is part of the model that handles the distribution of the data 

through the infrastructure, with certain communication protocols as TDP, UDP, IP, 

Ethernet or others. 

 

- Services: This is the part of the model which is responsible for providing customer 

services such as landline, fixed broadband or television. This layer is also 

responsible for customer service. Correspond to the Application layer of the OSI 

model. 
 

This is a vertical model explanation in a pyramid way, it is represented by the necessity 

of each part. If the market size is classified, the pyramid would be the reverse, with 

services taking up the big purple place.  

 

3.1. How works a Vertical Operator? 

A vertically integrate Operator is one with the entire infrastructure from the Operators 

Room to a user subscriber home. The operator owns and controls all the aspects in the 

network. In Fibre Optics this is translated in a similar way shown in the next Figure 3-2. 

•Applications 

•VoIP 

•Straming TV 

 Services 

• IP Protocol 

• TCP / UDP 

• Ethernet  
Communications 

 

 

•Antennas 

•POPs 

•Satellite 
 

Infrastructure 
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Cable Operators can be also vertically, because they own the entire infrastructure 

reaching the node and also the coaxial cable reaching the home premises. 
(Usuarios Teleco, 1) 

 

Figure 3- 2. Network layers in Fibre deployments
 

 

(FTTH Council, 2) 

The operators that rent the copper following the Local Loop unbundling model are not 

vertical, because they do not own the entire infrastructure. They focus on the operations 

with the subscriber and not in the maintenance of the network (Retail). 

 

3.2. Business Model 
 

 

Vertical Operators have the advantage in their business model because is based on 

owning all layers of the network architecture model as shown in Figure 3-2. Although the 

client does not have directly hired the services, vertical operators have revenues from 

reselling or renting the services. Vertical Operators has presence in both markets, the 

retail market selling final services to customers and, the wholesale market renting parts of 

their network to other providers. 
(Wikitel, 1)

 

A small part of the current business model of the vertically operators is based on deploy 

the Fibre Optics from the CO (Central Office) to the CPE (Customer premises 

equipment). If sustainability is required to the network, it is necessary to understand that 

one Fibre allows up to 128 customers, for this reason now is important that a critical mass 

of the neighbours have to be interested in the Fibre for doing the deployment. Although 

the Fibre allows up to 128 subscribers, it is important that one Fibre from OLT have 

2.5Gbps/1.25Gbps, so each subscriber will have 20Mbps/10Mbps, something that could 

be considered inadequate to the NGA. The model to make profitable this investment is 

based in the binding contract, in most of the cases the Operators deploys the Fibre for free 

with 12 months contract.  
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The lack of regulation on NGA networks has meant that there is a large redundancy in 

Fibre deployments. The fact that there is not set by the CNMC the rental line price on the 

Operators CPE, it has encouraged that in the buildings coexist 2 or 3 different CPEs of all 

operators that want to reach users in the same building.  

In September 2013, the CNMC opened a possible regulation of the rental price to share 

Fibre. The price is expected to be high because it cannot be slow down the investment in 

deployments. In the absence of regulation, the Operators reach agreements, for example 

Movistar and Jazztel share their vertical FFTH in exchange for an investment of 450 

million euros by Jazztel. 
(Agreements, 1)

 

Other agreement was between ONO and Orange Mobile to offer triple play services, but 

the purchasing of ONO by Vodafone broke this agreement. So we can see that the 

business model is based on having more services to the costumer than other operator with 

a lower price. 
 

 

Table 3- 1. Geographical analysis of broadband and NGA deployment in Spain, 2012
 

(CNMC, 8) 

As it can be seen in Table 3-1, the business model of Fibre Optics is concentrated 

basically in Madrid and Barcelona, which are the 66% of the FTTH retail accesses. HFC 

of ONO is especially strong in cities with 100.000<Population<500.000 where there are 

more than 898.000 accesses on service. The most attractive places for deployment are 

Barcelona and Madrid as well as populations of 100,000 to 500,000, because most 

deployments of FTTH and HFC are concentrated there. Moreover, in these cities there are 

large buildings close together and there are very high population densities. For this reason 

it is attractive deploying fibre in that place. 

 

 

Type Municipality Type Population 

(2012) 

Broadband 

Retail Access in 

HFC service. 

Broadband 

Retail Access in 

xDSL service. 

Broadband 

Retail Access in 

FTTH service. 

1 Madrid  3,233,527 111,435 830,964 122,967 

2 Barcelona 1,620,943 58,164 492,290 77,058 

3 500.000< Population < 1.000.000 2,746.440 226,620 580,995 9,454 

4 100.000< Population< 500.000  11,193,750 898,924 2,090,566 51,149 

5 50.000< Population< 100.000 5,896,687 271,115 1,133,843 39,337 

6 10.000< Population< 50.000 12,698,317 368,293 2,323,452 12,920 

7 5.000< Population< 10.000 3,889,239 58,668 750,201 1,290 

8 1.000< Population< 5.000 4,497,507 21,810 781,350 1,134 

9 Population <= 1.000 1,488,911 406 187,097 26 

 TOTAL 47,264,321 2,016,435 9,170,756 315,335 
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3.3. Marketing Model 
 

Another part of the business model is the Marketing, which currently is based in convince 

the customer that the biggest advantage is to subscribe a service package that includes 

Triple Play services (TV, Mobile and Internet). In this way they offer packs with all the 

services with lower price than individual, like Movistar “Fusion offer” or the “All”
7
 of 

ONO.  For example, the price of only hire the 100Mbps connection with Movistar is 

65.68€ (VAT incl.) and the Fusion pack with Mobile Phone and TV streaming is 54€ 

(VAT incl.). 

Table 3- 2. Comparative of xDSL, HFC and FTTH access rate from companies, 05/2014 

  
Internet Landline Mobile Phone 

Binding 

Contract 
TV 

Price VAT not 

incl. (landline fee 

incl.) 

Final Price 

(VAT incl.) 

 

 

 

Fusion TV 

Contigo 

Until 

10 Mb 

-Fixed Phones. -100min 

-100Mb (4G) 
1 year 

6 channels 

included. 
33.18€/month 42€/ month (·) 

Fusion TV 

para 

Todos 

Until 

10 Mb 

-Fixed Phones. -Unlimited calls. 

-1 GB (4G) 
1 year 

80 channels 

included. 
47.40€/month 

60€/ month  

(*) 

Fusion TV 

Fibre 

Until  

100Mb 

- Fixed Phones -100min 

-100Mb (4G) 
1 year 

6 channels 
included. 

42.66€/month 
54€/ month 

[·] 

Fusion TV 

Fibre          

para 

Todos 

Until  

100Mb 

- Fixed Phones 
-Unlimited calls. 

-1GB (4G) 
1 year 

80 channels 
included. 

56.88€/month 
72€/ month 

[·] 

 

 

 

 

 Pack 

Ahorro 

100 

Until 

30 Mb 

- Fixed Phones. -100min 

-100Mb 
No Optional. 34.94€/ month 42.28€/ month (·) 

Pack 

ahorro sin 

límite 

Until 

30 Mb 

- Fixed Phones. 

-120 min to 
Mobile Phones. 

- Unlimited 
Calls. 

-1GB 

No Optional. 44.94€/month 54.38€/ month (*) 

50Mb 

Fibre  

Until  

50Mb 

- Fixed Phones. 

-120 min to 

Mobile Phones. 

-Unlimited calls. 

-1GB  
1 year Optional 44.94€/month 54.38€/ month [·] 

 200Mb 

Fibre 

Until 

 200Mb 

- Fixed Phones. 

-120 min to 

Mobile Phones. 

-Unlimited calls. 

-1GB  1 year Optional 48€/month 60.43€/ month [·] 

 

 

 

Orange 

Canguro 

4G 

Until 

20 Mb 

- Fixed Phones. 

-1000 min to 

Mobile Phones. 

- 150 min. 

-500Mb (4G) 
1 year 

Optional 

(12€/month) 
33.15€/month 41.95€/ month (·) 

Canguro 

4G sin 

límite  

Until 

20 Mb 

- Fixed Phones. 

-1000 min to 

Mobile Phones. 

-Unlimited calls. 

-1GB 
1 year 

Optional 

(12€/month) 
42.63€/month 53.95€/ month (*) 

Canguro 

4G 

Fibre 

30Mb 

Until 

30Mb 

- Fixed Phones. 

-1000 min to 
Mobile Phones. 

- 150 min. 

-500Mb (4G) 
1 year 

Optional 

(12€/month) 
33.15€/month 41.95€/ month [·] 

                                                           
 

7
 Ono is offering the "All in ONO", which has 3 different speeds to choose 20Mbps/50Mbps and 100Mbps. 

Additionally, you can choose between different mobile fee rates and has the ability to include ONO online 

television. The basic 100Mbps triple-play option is mobile phone rate of 300Mb and 200 min with a price 

of 60.38€ (VAT incl.) 
(ONO, 1)
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Canguro 

4G  

Fibre 

100Mb 

Real 

100Mb 

- Fixed Phones. 

-1000 min to 

Mobile Phones. 

- 150 min. 

-500Mb (4G) 
1 year 

Optional 

(12€/month) 
42.69€/month 54.05€/ month [·] 

 

 

 

 

 

Vodafone 

Integral  

Base 

ADSL  

Until 

35 Mb 

- Fixed Phones 
(3000 min). 

-350min to 

Mobiles Phones 

at weekend. 

-1GB 

-0 cent/min  
No Optional 27.80€/ month 35.20€/ month (·) 

Vodafone 

Integral  

Red ADSL 

Until 

35 Mb 

- Fixed Phones 
(3000 min). 

-350min to 

Mobiles Phones 
at weekend. 

-600Mb 

-Unlimited calls. 
No Optional 38.03€/ month 48.15€/ month (*) 

Vodafone 

Integral 

Red    

Fibre 

Until 

100 Mb 

- Fixed Phones 

(3000 min). 

-350min to 

Mobiles Phones 
at weekend. 

-200min 

-600Mb (4G) 
1 year Optional 38.23€/ month 48.40€/ month [·] 

Vodafone 

Integral 

Smart    

Fibre 

Until 

100 Mb 

- Fixed Phones 

(3000 min). 

-350min to 

Mobiles Phones 
at weekend. 

-600Mb 

-Unlimited Calls. 
1 year Optional 47.40€/ month 60€/ month [·] 

 

 

 

 

Fibre 

20Mbps 

Real 

20 Mb 

-Fixed Phones. 

-60min to 

Mobiles 
Phones. 

-200min 

-300Mb 
1 year 

Optional 

(From 

6€/month) 

33.36€/ month 42.23€/ month [·] 

Fibre 

50Mbps 

Real 

 50Mb 

- Fixed Phones. 

-60min to 
Mobiles 

Phones. 

-200min 

-300Mb 
1 years 

Optional 

(From 

6€/month) 

38.14€/ month 48.28€/ month[·] 

Fibre 

100Mbps 

Real 

100Mb 

-Fixed Phones. 

-60min to 
Mobiles 

Phones. 

-200min 

-300Mb 
1 year 

Optional 

(From 

6€/month) 

47.70 €/ month 
60.38 €/ month  

[·] 

 

The pricing strategy is quite similar in all Operators, except for some differences in the 

services included. It can be seen how a first category (·) is triple play through xDSL. It is 

the cheaper option in each operator with around 40.5€ average cost.  

In the second category (*) there are similar connexion speed rates to the first category but 

in this case it have more capacity in the flat rate of mobile phone, for instance, unlimited 

calls. These triple play packs are more expensive than the first category, with around 54€ 

on average.  

Finally, there is the fibre category [·] identified with fibre connections. As can be seen 

Movistar strategy is selling the Fibre 12€ more expensive than xDSL but since March 

2014 the TV is included in all the Fusion packs (in the others is optional). Vodafone, 

Orange and ONO have more options to create custom-made packs to the customer but 

with low features in the Mobile Phone rates. The average cost of Fiber is 54€ for a basic 

100Mbps pack. 
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3.4. What are doing the Operators (vertically or not) in Spain? 
 

 

Table 3- 3. FTTH and HFC DOCSIS 3.0 Broadband lines in service 

 IV/2012  I/2013  II/2013  III/2013  IV/2013  
 

FTTH HFC 3.0 FTTH HFC 3.0 FTTH HFC 3.0 FTTH HFC 3.0 FTTH HFC 3.0 

Ono 0 1,511,264 0 1,506,960 0 1,475,824 0 1,457,002 0 1,466,363 

Telefonica 323,285 0 380,116 0 437,020 0 499,009 0 597,888 0 

Euskaltel 0 243,342 0 249,349 0 251,235 0 252,632 0 254,186 

R 0 173,991 0 182,691 0 184,707 0 187,487 0 191,036 

Telecable 6,595 113,114 6,732 112,170 7,160 112,252 7,570 113,227 7,294 113,129 

Rest 2,998 15,941 3,094 14,847 3,227 16,963 3,366 18,674 3,506 35,792 

Total 332,878 2,057,652 389,942 2,066,017 447,407 2,040,981 509,945 2,029,022 609,318 2,060,056 

(CNMC DATA, 7) 

3.4.1. Movistar  
 

Figure 3- 3. Movistar’s brand image 

 

Movistar “Fusion” Fibre is probably the most aggressive offer of all the operators in 

Spain, selling the triple play including Fibre (100mb), streaming TV (80 free channels) 

and mobile phone (unlimited calls) to 72€ including VAT. Movistar is trying to fast 

increase the FFTH share of access in service from 2012 as it can be seen in Table 3-3. 

Movistar takes advantage of its dominant position in the market, because it can provide 

these services with full guarantees and being a vertically operator Movistar can control 

the prices very well. His alliance with Jazztel is a strategy to stop their competitors and 

gain potential installed accesses. 
(Movistar, 1)

 Telefonica’s international investments, like in 

Brazil or developing countries, allow defraying the costs that entail triple play FTTH 

offer’s investments. With those offers, Movistar perceives less monthly revenues, but, on 

the other hand its markets share grows. 

Telefonica is losing customers in the cities in spite of the company is controlling all 

the small town and villages. 
(CNMC DATA, 1)

 

The company intention is to create an attractive price that break the Fibre deployment of 

their competitors. As the Table 3-3 shown, in the three months report of the CMT, 

Telefonica is growing up 50.000 NGA lines every quarter (100,000 IV/2013), an amazing 

number if we compare with the other operators, especially with ONO which is losing 

clients every quarter from IV/2012 (the release of the Fusion offer). 
(La información, 1) 
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3.4.2. Orange  
 

Figure 3- 4. Orange’s brand image 

 

Orange has arrived one year late to the FTTH deployment and it has found that Movistar 

and Jazztel have an agreement and they have been installed CPE in many buildings of the 

main cities. For this reason, Orange started only offering Fibre Optics in Madrid with an 

expensive price. Recently, they have signed an agreement with Vodafone for the next six 

years to deploy 4 million installed accesses with an investment of 1,000 million euros. In 

June 2014, Orange is offering Fiber in eleven cities in Spain, and they have in project 

some cities. The price of the offer is now at the same level that the other operators.    
(Orange, 1) 

 

3.4.3. Vodafone 
 

Figure 3- 5. Vodafone’s  brand image 

 

In the same way that Orange, Vodafone has been delaying the strategy of deploying 

FFTH in Spain. For this reason the company had to create the alliance with Orange, 

because Movistar and Jazztel are growing up fast. 
(Telequismo, 1)

    

In March 2014, Vodafone have bought ONO for 7,200 million euros. 
(ONO, 2)

 With this 

acquisition, Vodafone becomes the second biggest operator in Spain behind Movistar. 

The future is promising, because after the investment of 1,000 million euros to reach 

800,000 homes (13 cities) in Spain, Vodafone has a great challenge this year. 
(Vodafone, 1)

 

 

3.4.4. Jazztel 
 

Figure 3- 6. Jazztel’s brand image 

 

With a partnership with Movistar, it strengthens its position as the second FTTH provider 

in Spain while breaks the progress of competitors. In the same way, it introduces an 

Asian investor in Spain, ZTE. 
(Telequismo, 1)

  But the agreement is only for new 

deployments, the actual service infrastructure of each operator is exclusive of himself. In 

March 2014, Jazztel has released an attractive offer, symmetric 200Mbps and Mobile 

Phone (unlimited calls and 1 GB) with a price of 52€ (VAT and landline included). 
(Jazztel, 

1)
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3.4.5. ONO 
 

Figure 3- 7. ONO's brand image 

 

With DOCSIS 3.0, ONO has the largest network service accesses in Spain. However, this 

technology has a major maintenance cost than Fibre, for this reason it offers the most 

customizable rates for adapting and customizing their services to the user. However, it 

seems that their efforts are not properly communicated and understood by all users.  

 

Table 3- 4. ONO DOCSIS 3.0 lines in service and quarter variance 

ONO (DOCSIS 3.0) 

III/2011 IV/2011 I/2012 II/2012 III/2012 IV/2012 I/2013 II/2013 III/2013 IV/2013 

1,416,540 1,434,334 1,504,125 1,501,295 1,506,391 1,511,264 1,506,960 1,475,824 1,457,002 1,466,363 

- + 18,000 + 70,000 - 3,000 + 5,000 + 5,000 - 5,000 - 30,000 - 18,000 + 9,000 

(CNMC DATA, 7) 

Figure 3- 8.  CNMC III Quarter report – Subscribers of ONO along quarters 

 
 

Currently the ONO strategy is based in achieving a triple play pack offer as attractive as 

Fusion, for this reason ONO makes an alliance with Orange to offer mobile services. Due 

to the strong investment of Movistar in FTTH with “Fusion Offer” at the III/2012, ONO 

had been losing clients since the last quarter of 2012. It will be important to see the 

evolution of the Operator along 2014 to understand the actions taken in this situation. 

Vodafone's purchase is a lack of awareness of the operator future. Despite the director of 

ONO reported that the operator will continue with the same activity.
 (ONO, 2)  

1.350.000

1.400.000

1.450.000

1.500.000

1.550.000
Subscribers 

Subscribers
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Chapter 4. FIBRE ARCHITECTURE TO 

PROVIDE BROADBAND 

 

 

4.1. Which technology use? Active or passive? P2P or P2MP? 
 

 

The technology and architecture in a Fibre Optics deployment is almost the most 

important dilemma of the whole process. First, we have to decide where we want to bring 

the fibre since there are different implementations like Fibre to the Home or Fibre to the 

Building. In addition, one of the most important choices is whether to use an active 

technology (all intermediate elements connected to the power supply for the optical-

electric conversion) or a passive technology (optical splitting without active elements). 

This choice will mark the investment to be done, depending on the devices and the 

maintenance costs. 

 

4.1.1. Point to point architecture 

  
Figure 4- 1. P2P architecture deployment - Handbook 2012 

 

(FTTH Council, 2) 

 

Point to Point (P2P) fibre-based architecture of long-haul or metropolitan networks were 

a revolution to the copper pair, which means an increase in channel capacity, a significant 

reduction in equipment costs, operation and maintenance of equipment and improved 

quality of service (QoS). 
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When the optical Fibre was released, it is only used a channel for each Fibre using only 

one wavelength. However, the emergence of WDM (Wavelength-Division Multiplexing) 

permitted to carry more channels on a single Fibre without interference, which is the key 

in current deployments. Later was release the DWDM (Dense Wavelength-Division 

Multiplexing), which further increase the capacity. 

The higher cost of Fibre deployment in this scenario are the optical-electrical-optical 

elements that require having an active element (energy) to use, and that cost increases 

exponentially with the P2P. 

Fibre optics is widely used in the upper sections of the network to the central office (CO), 

however in the last "residential section" Fibre is not widely used. The Fibre goes from the 

CO to the CPE, but from here to the house it is a high cost due, not only to regulatory 

constraints, but because an existing copper installation inside the building and make a 

"deployment" in that way involves large costs. 

At first, one of the obstacles to provide this type of Fibre services to households and 

SMES (Small and Medium Enterprises) was the huge cost involved having to connect 

each subscriber to the Central Station, because it required all Fibres to connect Point to 

Point (P2P) from housing to the central office (higher costs). 
(Cisco, 1)  

There are P2P connections made from Ethernet or PON architecture, but the most 

attractive solution to the network was to provide P2MP connections (point-to-multipoint) 

that allowed connecting through a Fibre more than one subscriber and using P2MP PON 

technology we can have a large number of subscribers for the same deploy of Fibre 

without active elements, something that makes your investment attractive and also 

reduces the total cost of the implemented and the need for funds. 

 

4.1.2. Point to multipoint architecture 
 

Figure 4- 2.PON architecture deployment 

 
(FTTH Council, 2) 
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It can be deployed an Ethernet or PON network with Point to multipoint architecture. The 

difference between them is the intermediate elements.  

 

Ethernet have active intermediate switches, and on the other hand, PON have optical 

splitters. When operators are wiring the city, they attempt to minimize the inclusion of 

active components that greatly maximize the investment to make. The active components 

in P2MP architecture are those that transform the electromagnetic waves into optical 

energy and vice versa. This can be a problem because the operator has to provide power 

supply to each one.  

 

P2MP with a PON technology (Passive Optical Network) allows removing these 

intermediate elements and deploys at a lower cost. 
(Wikispaces, 1) 

 The different components 

in xPON network architecture are shown in Figure 4-3: 
 

Figure 4- 3.FTTX - Network xPON Structure 

 
(Accton, 1) 

 

 OLT (Optical Line Terminal): This is an active device that connects the PON to 

the metropolitan area. An OLT can connect from 4 to over 4000 subscribers. It is 

like a multiplexer, because it is the device that interconnects the users to internet, 

usually located at distribution point (POP). 

 Splitter: If you want to separate a Fibre into various fibres, we can use a power 

divider to divide the signal. A Fibre can be shared between 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 64 

and 128 users depending on PON technology used. 

 ONT (Optical Network Terminal): This element would be the high-level access 

point that interconnects users with the OLT. In the FTTH network architecture 

this element is close to the user.  
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 MDU (Multi-Drewling Unit): This element is used in FTTB deployments. It is 

like an ONT but for more users. In this case, the interface to the subscriber can be 

WI-FI, CAT5 Cable or VDSL2. 

There are several technology standards of P2MP depending on the evolution of them by 

the ITU
8
 and IEEE

9
: 

 

 
Table 4- 1. Comparative of evolution P2MP standards  

 

It can be seen that the last advances in technology between active (Ethernet) and passive 

(PON) have similar features. The maximum speed that technology reaches is around 

10Gbps downstream and 1-2.5Gbps upstream. The interesting data is the addressing per 

node, that with latest advances it would be 256 users per node.  

 

 

 

                                                           
 

8
 ITU: International Telecommunication Union. It is an agency of the United Nations specialized in 

telecommunications with the aim of regulate it internationally. 
9
 IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, It is an association for the telecommunications 

development dedicated to the standardization. 
10

 APON: ATM (Asynchronous transfer mode) Passive Optical Network.(ITU, 1) 
11

 BPON: Broadband Passive Optical Network. (ITU, 1) 
12

 EPON: Ethernet Passive Optical Network. (IEEE, 2) 
13

 GPON: Gigabit Passive Optical Network. (ITU, 2) 

Specifications 

Standards 

ITU-T G.983 IEEE 

802.3ah 

ITU-G.984 IEEE 

802.3av 

(2009) 

ITU-G.987 

(2010) 

APON
10

 

 

BPON
11

 
(ITU, 1) 

EPON
12

 
(IEEE, 2) 

G-PON
13

 
(ITU, 2)

 

10G-

EPON 
(IEEE,3) 

XG-PON 

 

Downstream 

(Gbps) 
0.155Gbps 0.622Gbps 1.25 Gbps 2.5 Gbps 10Gbps 10Gbps 

Upstream (Gbps) 0.155GBps 0.155Gbps 1.25 Gbps 1.25Gbps 1Gbps 2.5Gbps 

Reach 20km 20km 
10km or 

20km 
20km 20km 20km 

Addressing per 

node (min) 
32 32 16 64 64 64 

Addressing per 

node (max) 
64 64 256 128 256 256 

Level 2 Protocol ATM ATM Ethernet 

Ethernet 

over ATM, 

ATM 

Ethernet ATM 
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4.2. Identify FTTx (Fibre to the…). 
 

 

The Fibre Optics concept of deployment has many variations related to the architecture 

implemented, as shown in the previous Section 4.1. In addition, there are more 

differences in the architecture if we take in account where reach the fibre. 

 

4.2.1. FTTH (Fibre to the home) 
 

In this architecture, the Fibre comes through the dispersion network to the customer’s 

home through the Costumer provided-equipment (CPE). It is used by Telefonica, Jazztel, 

Orange, Adamo and Vodafone (2014). 
(Wikitel, 1)

 

The architecture is similar to this one: 

 

Figure 4- 4. FTTH Architecture 

 

In Figure 4-4 you can see that FTTH architecture have an OLT in the POP. The 

subscriber is connected to the OLT across a Splitter (never splitting higher than 1:128) 

with the ONT in the home. 
(Telequismo, 2)

 FTTH structure is relatively straightforward to 

estimate the home bandwidth of each user. If we consider that nowadays the capacity of a 

GPON fibre-based network is 2.5Gbps downstream and 1.25Gbps upstream, we can 

conclude that with a ratio of maximum use (128 concurrent users making use of all 

capacity) you get an optimal capacity of 20Mbps / 10 Mbps.  

In September 2013 the CNMC in Spain had to disclose the shared prices for the more 

complicated section of the Fibre deployment, the vertical of the building. This price must 

compensate for the investment because it could slow down the deployment of new 

networks. 
(Mapfre, 1) (Telequismo, 3) 

There is also an ongoing issue with neighbourhood 

communities, who do not want to see their facades are full of wires due to the existence 

of several CPEs of each company and the failure of the regulation of this area. 
 

As shown in Chapter 2, there are approximate 3,300,000 FTTH installed accesses (11% 

of total) in Spain, with around 360,000 accesses in service (2.35% of total). (2012) 
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4.2.2. FTTB 
 

Figure 4- 5. FTTB architecture 

 

In this case the Fibre reaches the edge of the building, where there is the distribution 

point by using the VDSL2 copper pair, Gigabit Ethernet or Wi-Fi. This is much faster 

than using ADSL technology and the deployment of the Fibre can be progressive, 

meaning less time, less initial investment and reuses the initial infrastructure of the 

building. Speeds can be achieved up to 500Mbps. This is used currently by ADAMO in 

some places. 

As it can be observed in Figure 4-5, in this way we have a new component in the 

architecture, the MDU, which is a device like an ONT but more complex with more 

ports. FTTB can offer more connections by the same Fibre, because we are using only 

one fibre to each building and there the MDU share this fibre to all building. 

In Spain, this model has not been widely used due to the regulation of in-building 

infrastructure
14

. Movistar and Jazztel have used for VDSL2. In the Nordic countries, 

thanks to the regulation and housing situation, it has been much used. 
(Arthur D.Little, 1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
 

14
The current regulation does not allow rent only vertical. You have to fully disaggregating the loop, under 

the requirements of access offer to the local loop. 
(OBA, 1)
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4.2.3. FTTC / FTTN 
 

Figure 4- 6. FTTC / FTTN Architecture 

 

The Fibre reaches the Central Office of the Operator, which is normally within 300m 

(FTTC) or 900m (FTTN) of the building. It means that from there is distributed according 

to the interests of the operator. FTTC could have more than 100Mbps symmetric link 

with a distance from 100m until 500m to the Curb and taking to account that is a Coaxial 

Cable. FTTN is the architecture used by ONO with Coaxial DOCSIS3.0 implementation 

and can give a speed up to 300Mbps.  

In Spain, Cable operators have approximately 9.6 million accesses installed (32% of total 

accesses in Spain) and there are 2.4 million in service (16% of total). Therefore, we can 

conclude that this is a strong type of deployment in Spain. 
(CNMC DATA, 1)

 

 

 

4.3. Identify FFTx (Fibre from the…) 
 

 

4.3.1. FFTH (Fibre from the home) 
 

It is not a change in technology architecture. Fibre from the home is based on a change in 

the deployment philosophy. It is used by the Guifi.net foundation deployments. The 

network users are the ones that come together to extend the network and also participate 

in the costs of the trunk deployment. These kinds of deployments have been made in 

some countries. Guifi.net has mainly deployed in Catalonia, specifically in Gurb.  
(Jorge Beltran, 1) 

The users participate in creation, implementation and maintenance of the network. This 

kind of deployment aims to improve the competence and create a sustainable ecosystem 
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in rural areas where they reach connections up to 1Gbps. There are 2 types of operators in 

this case, the common Telecommunications Operator, which is who promotes 

infrastructure and who organizes the project (i.e. Guifi.net) and then a service operator, 

who is responsible for customer service and to give Internet service once the deployment 

has finished (i.e. GurbTech). The concept is that the network belongs to those who 

sponsor guifi.net nodes. 

This company is organized as follows, is a telecommunications operator enrolled in the 

CNMC, which can operate at the following levels: 

- Network using the DPR – Fibre optic hybrid network. 

- Data transmission 

 

The Guifi.net business model is not focused in a single deployment type, it depends on 

the scenario where the deployment is performed. For Gurb Network, Guifi.net played the 

role of network provider, which acted as a telecommunications operator. But it can have 

other role in a different situation. Guifi.net is defined as a neutral and independent 

operator, non-profit organization without any political affiliation, commercial or 

administrative. 
(Guifi.net, 1)

 

In short, this is a fibre model based on demand. The deployment of a single fibre to the 

home can be required a high investment, and for that reason, these projects have a 

minimum users required to undertake the deployment and the cost does not penalize. 

Figure 4- 7.Guifi.net deployment phases. 

 

 

These sorts of deployments have one thing in particular. They are Fibre on Demand. That 

is, a group of users who have a poor internet service come together to undertake the 

deployment of optical fibre where fibre or any other broadband service coverage is not in 

place. Therefore, the operator only deploy if users really want to be done. It is different 
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from the traditional model where the operator deploys everywhere and then the users are 

who take the decision to connect or not. 

 

4.3.2. FFTB (Fibre from the building) 
 

It hasn’t been yet deployed in Spain, it could also be like FFTH, the users of the 

community of a building are those who pay the costs of deploying Fibre to their building, 

and then connect to the backbone, similar to what is said in FFTH but with a community-

building philosophy.  

If several buildings are joining the deployment progressively, it would be cheaper as 

more people would cover the costs of deployment. In this case the building community 

through an operator or an expert should design a different vertical infrastructure than 

Fibre, otherwise would be FFTH. This technology can be Coaxial, CAT5, Wi-Fi or DSL.  
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Chapter 5. COST OF OPTICAL FIBRE 
DEPLOYMENT 

 

 

The Fibre Optics costs are one of the most important things to undertake the deployment. 

Because the architecture choice to know which one is more interesting economically, and 

which one, is better suited to an Operator addressed to communities of neighbours would 

be the base of this study. 

As it has been seen in previous sections, many operators are opting for FTTH although 

others (cable operators) previously have chosen FTTC / FTTN. In this final project, there 

is not a user subscriber and it is the whole community who is subscribed to the service. 

So this will provide much more flexibility when connecting and spreading through the 

building. 

Therefore, it has been made an economic price study extracted from the information of 

the leading manufacturers in the FTTH Council. This study shows in high level prices, 

what are the main costs of deployment on all architectures listed. It has also been taken 

into account, areas where you can rent the infrastructure of fibre and that way check, if is 

more interesting deploy or rent the other operators network. 

 

5.1.  22@ Model 

 

The 22@ is an area of the Barcelona city located in the Poblenou district, this place was 

once a major industrial environment, however for some years was neglected by the city 

council. For this reason in 2000 the city council of Barcelona created the 22@Barcelona 

project to recover the economic and social dynamism of the zone and become it in an 

engine of the city. Consequently, it is promoted a strong transformation of buildings, 

green areas and infrastructures. 
(22@, 1)

 

It is one of the few areas in Spain that have a Neutral Telecommunications Operator, the 

result of a deployment with public-private partnership financing to provide the 22@ of a 

Fibre Optic Passive network that allows free neutral wholesale bit stream hiring to 

operators and provides point-to-point connections within this district. At this moment, 

there are some Operators offering their services in the district like Al-Pi, Colt, Ono, 

Adamo or Jazztel. 
(22@, 2) 
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Figure 5- 1. 22@ Fibre Coverage in 22@ Barcelona. 

 

The pink lines are those relating to the co-financed fibre of 22@ deployment. On the map 

is shown that the coverage right now is quite extensive in the district. The black lines are 

the network of IMI (Municipal Institute of Computing) and it is deployed by the 

underground lines and the motorways. The green one is from the mobility city 

department and is located at the traffic lights. 

This information was provided by a short interview with Antoni Carol from the City 

Council infrastructure department. It can be seen the whole map of Barcelona like the one 

shown in Figure 5-1 and all the information in Appendix C. 

Thanks to data provided by the Barcelona City Council and 22@ Operator, it has been 

made a cost study of the different fibre deployment architectures in the area. First, we 

must analyse the rental price of Operator infrastructure, and then, evaluate the viability 

and sustainability of making our own fibre optic deployment or rent some of the 22@ 

infrastructure. 

Therefore, the actual appearance of 22@ deployments is displayed in the Figure 5-2. It 

shows the different sections that can be rented and where must located all the devices in 

our own deployment case. 
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Figure 5- 2.  22@ Deployment overview 

 

In Figure 5-2 model there are shown 3 main network deployment areas. In this case, the 

first area is the interconnection between the Internet and the distribution point for the 

urban block (orange section). Secondly, you can see the stretch (red section) from the 

distribution point to RITI
15

 (Indoor enclosure to install Telecommunications) of the 

building. Finally there is the final section that is the in-building vertical RITI (green). 

Based on these sections the approximate price of a deployment is calculated using 

different architectures like FTTH, FTTB and FTTC. To begin providing services as a 

22@ Operator, it is needed to register once with a price of 284.91€. Full details of the 

renting costs of the operator are provided by the Barcelona’s City Council in Appendix 

D.1 and D.2. 

 

          From Internet to POP 

 

This stretch has already been deployed by 22@. The price system varies depending on 

the size of the Operator. When more urban blocks are connected, the Operator will have 

more discounts on renting fibre pairs between Internet and the POP as we can see in 

Table 5-1. 

 

                                                           
 

15
 RITI: Recinto de Instalación de Telecomunicaciones Interior. 

3 

2 

1 

1 
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Table 5- 1. 22@ Interconnection rates between the Internet and POP 

  
% 

Discount 

1st Fibre 

pair 

2nd Fibre 

pair 

3rd Fibre 

pair 

4th Fibre 

pair 

5th Fibre 

pair 

6th 

Fibre 

pair 

From 6th 

Fibre pair 

BASE RATE 0% 6,529.08 € 593.56 € 3,264.56 € 593.56 € 1,632,57 € 593.56 € 593.56 € 

1 Block 5% 6,202.63 € 563.88 € 3,101.33 € 563.88 € 1,550.94 € 563.88 € 563.88 € 

2 Blocks 10% 5,876.17 € 534.20 € 2,938.10 € 534.20 € 1,469.31 € 534.20 € 534.20 € 

3 Blocks 15% 5,549.72 € 504.53 € 2,774.88 € 504.53 € 1,387.68 € 504.53 € 504.53 € 

4 Blocks 20% 5,223.26 € 474.85 € 2,611.65 € 474.85 € 1,306.06 € 474.85 € 474.85 € 

5 Blocks 25% 4,896.81 € 445.17 € 2,448.42 € 445.17 € 1,224.43 € 445.17 € 445.17 € 

6 Blocks 30% 4,570.36 € 415.49 € 2,285.19 € 415.49 € 1,142.80 € 415.49 € 415.49 € 

7 Blocks 35% 4,243.90 € 385.81 € 2,121.96 € 385.81 € 1,061.17 € 385.81 € 385.81 € 

8 Blocks 40% 3,917.45 € 356.14 € 1,958.74 € 356.14 € 979.54 € 356.14 € 356.14 € 

9 Blocks 45% 3,590.99 € 326.46 € 1,795.51 € 326.46 € 897.91 € 326.46 € 326.46 € 

10 Blocks 50% 3,264.54 € 296.78 € 1,632.28 € 296.78 € 816.29 € 296.78 € 296.78 € 

From 11 50% 3,264.54 € 296.78 € 1,632.28 € 296.78 € 816.29 € 296.78 € 296.78 € 

 

As it is shown, as more fibres are hired, cheaper is the price. The second, fourth and sixth 

fibres are used as a network redundancy, hence the low price. The number of fibres that 

the operator has to take on depends on the operator’s demand. The 22@ works with 

GPON standard, with a pair of fibres, will have 2.5Gbps/1.25Gbps. The Table 5-2 shows 

the necessary equipment in the POP to manage the connection of the buildings: 

 

 

Table 5- 2. Equipment in the POP 22@ 

Elements Description Example 

Box distribution POP 
Box for storing equipment in the 

POP. 

Fibox CAB SL 504021. 

 
(Fibox, 1) 

Router OLT GPON OLT to 128 subscribers. 

Huawei OLT MA5603T 

 
(Huawei, 1) 

Splice Box 
Device which starts or ends a 

connection, for 512 subscribers. 

Huawei Splice box 

 
(Huawei, 2) 
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 From POP to Building RITI 

 

In this section we have the distribution point where the operator must place the 

equipment necessary for interconnection with each building. The link between POP and 

RITI can be rented to 22@ and is the section of "Horizontal Rent" and is priced at 5.78€ 

per subscriber. The next Table 5-3 shows the necessary equipment in the Building RITI: 

 

Table 5- 3.  22@ Equipment in the Building RITI 

Elements Description Example 

Splice Box 1:2 
Device which divide the fibre 

connection by 2. 

LightMax Coupler Slim 

Mini Cassette 900 1x2 

 
(Optronics, 1) 

RITI equipment 

Building end - fibre equipment. 

The size of the equipment 

depends on the architecture 

deployed. 

Televes inside register  

 
(Televes, 1) 

 

 

 From Building RITI to PAU  

 

This last section of the network is the in-building vertical, and it can also be rented to 22@ 

Operator by concept of "Vertical Rent" with a price of 5.43€ per subscriber. This last part is 

where the connection to the access points of each user is divided. In this deployment study of 

costs for each type of network architecture, this section will be the most will vary. 

 

That way it is important to note that depending on the chosen architecture, not only costs will 

vary, but also the connection speeds for each user in the short term and the speed that could be 

achieved in the long term, something to consider from the beginning to create a new network. 

 

Finally, the following table shows the different architecture types and the differences in cost 

related investment and annual maintenance between own our hybrid deployment from POP or a 

full renting deployment using the network of 22 @. In this final project full details are provided 

in Appendix D worksheets. 

2 

3 
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Figure 5- 3. 22@ architecture deployment overview 

 

 

Table 5- 4. Different architecture deployment costs in 22@, depending on the rented section. 

  FTTH 
Rent 

FTTH 
Hybrid 

FTTB 
Rent 

FTTB 
Hybrid 

FTTC 
Rent 

FTTC 
Hybrid 

Speed 
Up to 

10Gbps 

Up to 

10Gbps 

Up to 

10Gbps 

Up to 

10Gbps 

Up to 

100Mbps 

Up to 

300Mbps 

Nº Households 44 44 44 44 44 44 

Initial Investment 28,475.02 € 31,624.82 € 21,895.42 € 23,092.86 € 24,939.26 € 24,870.42 € 

Annual Rent 19,386.71 € 13,466.51 € 13,744.07 € 13,466.51 € 18,007.31 € 13,466.51 € 

1st Year -> 

Household Cost 
647.16 € 718.75 € 497.62 € 524.84 € 566.80 € 565.24 € 

1st Year -> 

Monthly Cost 
53.93 € 59.90 € 41.47 € 43.74 € 47.23 € 47.10 € 

From 2nd Year -> 

Household cost 
440.61 € 306.06 € 312.37 € 306.06 € 409.26 € 306.06 € 

From 2nd Year -> 

Monthly Cost 
36.72 € 25.50 €* 26.03 € 25.50 €* 34.10 € 25.50 €* 
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* ¿Why is 25.50€ the same offer in three different model results? The answer is, if the 

deployment from the POP to the building is done by the Operator initially. Then, the cost 

from the 2
nd

 year is only the renting price from the Internet to the CPD, which is the same 

to all the architectures. It is important that this values can change between -25% or + 

50%.  

 

As it can be seen in Table 5-4, the most interesting kind of deployment will depend on 

the business model of the company that offers the service, because none stands out in 

particular. In this case the more expensive model would be FTTH due to buying many 

more devices and making deployment inside home. With this technology we have the 

advantage of the evolution into faster GPON standards, because more speed will be 

obtained without making very large investments. For instance, as we have seen in XG-

PON, this standard has 10Gbps/ 2.5Gps speeds.  

In the case FTTB, it can be implemented in different ways (DSL, CAT5 and Wi-Fi) and it 

will cause the cost be larger or smaller depending on the choice.  Using xDSL 

(30~50Mbps) deployment, you will need to use the local loop unbundling (MarCo offer 

with 8.60€ per subscriber) and will have to lease lines for each subscriber. The xDSL 

deployment may make sense on a first basis, but copper cannot guarantee higher speeds, 

therefore it would be necessary to do a future second phase in the deployment. 
(CNMC, 14) 

 

Moreover, if we use a UTP cable we can ignore rental costs of copper and surely we can 

offer greater speed than xDSL (100~500Mbps), however we will have other ways to 

solve, as the active costs of the MDU equipment. The standards from ITU 802.3ak (2004) 

and 802.3an (2006) extending 802.3ae (2002) guarantee long-term rate of 10Gbps, 

although until now, the equipment is not ready. This standard is more or less similar with 

fibre with XG-PON. 
(IEEE, 3) 

Finally, there is also the option to deploy via WI-FI, but is a 

better solution to communities who want to share Internet without wiring the building and 

it have the disadvantage that is more difficult guarantee the service against the P2P.
 

FTTC not suits this model because the price is higher than FTTB. The maintenance cost 

of the Coaxial Fibre each year, and the lower speeds than other models due to the 

DOCSIS 3.0, shows that is not the best solution.  

In this study, it has been taken into account an average cost of working hours of fibre 

optic installers. It has also avoided the possibility of a civil work to connect the urban 

blocks, because a priori the costs to do it in an urban area are bigger than renting, and 

there is also the limitation about civil work in the Barcelona streets by the City Council. 

For that reason the section of interconnection between the Operator and the 22 @ Urban 

block is always rented in this model. 

Moreover, if you look at the price of renting versus hybrid deployment in the final section 

(POP to home), you can see how to make a deployment involves a similar investment 

than renting, because if you look at the rental rate of the vertical and the horizontal, that 

means near 12€ per month per subscriber, which is a high rental price. Thus, rents in this 
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model of 44 homes, suppose 5,918.88€ annually in concept of horizontal and verticals, 

which is a high rental cost and the own deployment from the top of the building is not 

really expensive than renting every year as it can be seen in Table 5-4. 

The cost per house is then set aside to the type of architecture chosen and if we make a 

proper deployment from the POP or continue renting the wholesale network. That way, if 

you look at different projects of deployments in Europe, it is well studied the cost / home 

deployment. Therefore, we can asset validate the proposed high-level model. 

 

 

Table 5- 5. Cost per home, case studies. 

Deployment Country Type Investment Homes Cost/Home Deployment Type 

Jersey UK Mix 49,500,500€ 42,000 1178.57€ Trenching / Aerial 

Suupohja Finland Rural 10,100,000€ 44,000 229.54€ Aerial 

Pau Pyrenees France Rural 14,800,000€ 51,000 290.19€ Aerial 

Asturias Spain Mix 56,700,000€ 51,951 1091.41€ Greenfield 
Großschönau Austria Rural 1,000,000€ 1,500 666.67€ Aerial 

Stockholm Finland City 507,700,000€ 360,000 1410.27€ Trenching 

* Approximate data from the information provided by the operator. 
(FTTH Council, 3) 

 

Finally, each model has its economic characteristics. Although you can observe that in 

Table 5-4, the models with less required investment are FTTB. Among deploy and rent 

all devices, it can be seen that at 4 years begins to be more cost effective to have made 

FTTB hybrid (the last part of the network) and not rent. 

 

 

5.2. Start Deployment from the scratch. 

 

Deployments from the scratch have different needs of investment than in the previous 

part. In this case you should keep in mind that we cannot rent any infrastructure or 

pipeline and it will be the Operator who will deploy and locate its infrastructure. The 

telecommunications industry is generally recommending that if there is a deployment 

made is better to use the existent pipes due to the high price of civil works, and those 

prices are higher in cities. 

In carrying out this study we asked several institutions the price that they had in their 

deployments, keeping in mind that is deployment starting from the scratch. For guifi.net 

(rural case in Gurb), they comment that the price for Fibre deployment is set around 130€ 

per meter deployed. So we are talking about high costs in relation to the 22@ calculation 

made before. 
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But you have to analyse these data in more detail before we can make conclusions. It 

have to keep in mind that if a deployment is made where there aren’t fibre, it can be very 

beneficial to the operator due to the renting of its pipelines in the future can be profitable 

and the fact of being first is always a plus. 

Therefore it has been made an entire deployment cost calculation (CaPex) in the same 

way as in the previous section, where it was deployment in which the interconnection 

between urban islands existed. Moreover, in this case, it will be assumed that the fibre 

does not exist in the area and it is a pioneer deployment of this Operator. 

The methodology to calculate this is by taking the data from the previous section and 

modify it with the cost of deploys fibre through the city. The information to deploy a new 

network is an approximation and consists on the total amount adding the cost to install 

the pipelines, the cost of the civil work and the cost of the fibre installers installing the 

fibre through the pipelines. 

In this case, the interconnection point in Barcelona is the Neutral Network of Catalonia 

(XOC) and the coverage around the 22@ is: 

 

Figure 5- 4. Xarxa Oberta de Catalunya, coverage in 22@  

 
(XOC, 1) 

As it can be observed, the interconnection points of the XOC are near street Alaba. If we 

have in mind a deployment near the 22@, the distance between the urban blocks is 133 

metres.  
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5.2.1. A deployment with civil work. 
 

It has been taken the 130€/m as a reference for the calculation of the civil work cost, but 

this price does not include the cable price. It is important to obtain City Council rights of 

way to the civil work, and this could delay the deployment. For this reason, the Table 5-6 

shows how the relation between the distances and the cost of the deployment civil work 

is. The specification cost of each element could be found in Appendix E. 

 
 

Table 5- 6. Civil work price calculation to deploy fibre in 22@ district 

 Civil work 

cost 

Fibre Optics cable 

(3€/m) 

Approximate 

Total price 

Length Time of 

deployment 

1 street 

(133m) 
17,300€ 400€ 17,700€ 2 weeks 

3 streets 51,900€ 1,200€ 53,100€ 5 weeks 
4 streets 

(1 urban block) 
69,200€ 1,600€ 70,800€ 6

1/2
 weeks 

2 urban blocks 138,400€ 3,200€ 141,600€ 10 weeks 

 

As the information provided by the table, it is showed the approximated cost of the 

deployment in one street of 133m is 17700€ with an approximate length of two weeks. 

This price can be compared with the price of renting the fibre. The price of renting 1 

urban block to 22@ operator each year is 6766€. In the first case, it is needed almost 3 

years of renting the fibre to depreciate the civil work, but this year number is growing 

when more than 1 urban block is. Moreover, the cost of renting more than 1 with the 22@ 

operator is decreasing when more blocks are connected. The main advantage of a 

deployment from scratch is that the operator can have the number of fibres through the 

cable that they want paying the cable. In Table 5-7 is compared the cost relationship of 

renting fibre and the deployment from scratch along years. 

 

Table 5- 7. Cost comparative of deployment than renting from the Internet to the Building  

 Reaching 1 Urban Block 

 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

… 

Year 6 

… 

Year 11 

Deployment from 

the scratch 
70,800 € 0€ 0€ 0€ 0€ 

Renting 6,766 € 13,533 € 20,299 € 40,599 € 74,431 € 

 

 

As it shown, it is needed around 11 years to depreciate the investment done in the new 

deployment than renting. If it is taking in account the evolution of the technology in the 

last years, it is not a good option the deployment, because the price of deploying more 

than 1 urban block is increasing much more than renting the network. In this case is better 

renting than deploying from the scratch if the scenario allows it. In Table 5-8 it is shown 

the cost comparative between the different architectures with civil work involved: 
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Table 5- 8. Different architecture deployment costs involving civil works 

  FTTH Deploy 
Civil work 

FTTB Deploy 
Civil work 

FTTC Deploy 
Civil work 

Speed Up to 10Gbps Up to 10Gbps Up to 300Mbps 

Nº Households 44 44 44 

Cost of civil work 17,700€ 17,700€ 17,700€ 

From RITI to home. 24,858.31 € 16,326.35 € 18,103.91 € 

Initial Investment 42,558.31 € 34,026.35 € 35,803.91 € 

Annual Cost 6,500.00 € 6,500.00 € 6,500.00 € 

1st Year -> Household 

Cost 
967.23€ 773.32€ 813.72€ 

1st Year -> Monthly 

Cost 
80.60€ 64.44€ 67.81€ 

From 2nd Year -> 

Household cost 
147.72€ 147.72€ 147.72€ 

From 2nd Year -> 

Monthly Cost 
12.31€ 12.31€ 12.31€ 

 

As it can be observed in the Table 5-8, the cost is high the first year due to the investment 

done in the trenches than renting the fibre. However, the annual cost of maintenance and 

internet access is less than in the previous model (25.50€ renting versus 12.31€ in Civil 

Work). To conclude, in three years the cost of whole deployment with civil work will be 

amortized in relation to rental display. 

 

5.2.2. A deployment through the façade.  
 

The other option is the deployment through the façade of the building. This type is used 

by the main operators in Spain (Telefonica, Jazztel) because needs less investment than a 

civil work through the street.  In this case, the price doesn’t include civil work because 

the deployment is made through the façade as the Figure 5-5 shows. 
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Figure 5- 5. Deployment model overview through façade 

 
(CNMC, 10) 

In this scenario, the civil work is only used in the lateral side, which in Barcelona is 

around 20m. For this reason, the cost of deploying one side will be around 2,600€. But 

the cost of equipment in the façade does not need entire civil work deployment. So, when 

more than one urban block is deployed it is important to have in mind this section.  

Therefore the cost per meter is lower with a cost of 17€/m. In Appendix E there is 

included the detailed cost calculation by façade.   

The façade deployment is planned as follows by each street: 2 splitters, 133m fibre optics 

cable, 2 installers (4 days) and the rented tools to undertake the deployment. If the same 

22@ scenario is displayed with this type of deployment, the results of the cost 

comparative with renting are in the following tables: 

 

Table 5- 9. Façade price calculation to deploy fibre in 22@ district from Internet to building 

 Price 

Façade 

deployment 

Lateral Side 

deployment
16

 

Fibre Optics 

Cable 

(3€/m) 

Approximate 

Total Price 

Delay Time of 

deployment 

1 street 

(133m) 
2,291€ 2,661€ Included 4,952€ 2 weeks 

1 urban block 

(4 streets with 1 side) 
9,164€ 2,661€ Included 11,825€ 4 weeks 

2 urban blocks 

(8 streets with 2 side) 
18,328€ 5,322€ Included 23,650€ 6 weeks 

 

 

 

                                                           
 

16
 One lateral side covers 1 urban block. Because it is needed 20m of civil Work to interconnect by trench 

the blocks. 
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Table 5- 10. Cost comparative of a deployment through façade or renting the network 

 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

Deployment 

through façade 
11,825 € 0€ 0€ 

Renting 6,766 €  13,533 € 20,299 € 

 

As the tables showed, is only needed around 2 years to depreciate the investment done 

than renting. It is totally different from civil work, that the study reflects 11 years of 

depreciation. Therefore, the best option is a façade deployment if the scenario allows it, 

because the difference of investment than renting is not really different and a deployment 

through façade allows the operator to choose the Fibre Optics Cable and the number of 

Fibres in each cable. In next Table 5-11 it can be observed the cost comparative of 

different architectures in a Façade deployment: 

 

Table 5- 11. Different architecture deployment costs involving façade deployment 

  FTTH Deploy 
Façade 

FTTB Deploy 
Façade 

FTTC Deploy 
Façade 

Speed Up to 10Gbps Up to 10Gbps Up to 300Mbps 

Nº Households 44 44 44 

Cost of façade deploy 4,952.65 € 4,952.65 € 4,952.65 € 

From RITI to home. 24,858.31 € 16,326.35 € 18,103.91 € 

Initial Investment 29,810.96 € 21,279.00 € 23,056.56 € 

Annual Cost 6,500.00 € 6,500.00 € 6,500.00 € 

1st Year -> Household 

Cost 
677.52€ 483.61€ 524.02€ 

1st Year -> Monthly 

Cost 
56.46€ 40.30€ 43.66€ 

From 2nd Year -> 

Household cost 
147.72€ 147.72€ 147.72€ 

From 2nd Year -> 

Monthly Cost 
12.31€ 12.31€ 12.31€ 

 

As in the civil work deployment, in this case the annual cost will be the same due to the 

internet access is identical. However, it can be seen that a façade deployment only 

involves 20m of civil works and this impact in the price of initial investment. This is the 

best option because involves less investment and lower cost from 2
nd

 year. In Figure 5-6 
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it can be seen the evolution cost comparative of the three options: Renting existence fibre, 

deployment with civil works and deployment through façade.   

 

 

Figure 5- 6. Cost evolution through years of the different deployments 

 

 

To conclude, the deployment from the scratch is more common than the existence of 

neutral infrastructure in the city. Furthermore, in the past the operators had to receive 

permission by the neighbour community of the building to reach the cable through the 

façade. But, with the new law of Telecommunications, approved the 10
th

, May 2014 in 

the daily Spanish-government publication (BOE Sec.1 Pag.35859), it is included the 

permission to deploy through façade to the operators without the consent of the 

community. For this reason, this kind of deployment has become more interesting for 

operators. 
(BOE, 1) 

As it can be seen in the deployment evolution, the most interesting will be FTTB through 

Façade because the speed is up to 10Gbps, is more efficient because needs less 

investment and equipment. FTTC Façade is also good, but DOCSIS 3.0 is only up to 

600Mbps and is not suitable with this kind of operator directed to the communities.  
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Chapter 6. BROADBAND FOR COMMUNITIES 

(Aggregating Demand) 
 

 

6.1. What is a community? 
 

 

A community is a group of people who share common elements. Its members have a 

common identity and purpose. Depending on the nature of connected people, a 

community has different names. The participation and cooperation of the members makes 

work easier and ensures the development and the correct choices. The next section is 

going to present a set of examples of community and the kind of organization which 

according to the members who compose it. 

 

6.1.1. Developers 
 

A developer’s community is focused around a common shared topic (software, web 

development, one device…). The community usually does not make money with this, or 

not directly with the product. In this kind of organization, the members can engage in any 

action of the community, to review and improve the final product / service, the less 

experienced members can learn from experts. Everyone decides the responsibility of 

each. The community supports the best ideas and work together to achieve it. 

In a capitalist world like today, developers communities offers free product development 

result of the effort and knowledge of the people who developed without any profit 

motive. To ensure sustainability of the organization or institution, alternative support 

offers are offered to pay, but not make it difficult the normal use of the software.  

We can find a lot of developer’s communities in the Internet. Some of the most famous 

are the Linux community foundation, Mozilla, Wikimedia, GNU. 

Figure 6- 1. Software non-profit famous foundations 
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- Mozilla Foundation: It is dedicated to the creation of open software where any 

person or company can contribute to the Mozilla project, either contributing code, 

testing products, writing documentation or otherwise. It Receives funding from 

some companies, including Google or Telefonica. It has more than 600 employees. 
(Mozilla, 1)

 

 

- The Linux Foundation: Non-profit consortium dedicated to the growth of Linux. It 

was founded in 2007. The sponsors are open source companies and developers from 

around the world. Inside the initial members are Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Novell, 

some Universities and final users. 
17

 
(Linux, 1)

 

 

- Wikimedia Foundation Inc.:  It is an American non-profit organization dedicated 

to the open knowledge. It has 142 employees and more than 350.000 (2005) 

volunteers. The most famous projects are Wikipedia and the Wikimedia Commons. 
(Wikimedia, 1)

 

 

- GNU Project: is a 1983 project initiated by Richard Stallman at MIT. The aim of 

the project is to create free software with freedom rights to use in the computers and 

computing devices. 
(GNU, 1)

 

   

6.1.2. Cooperative 
 

It is a democratic organization formed by a group of partners who are capital investors 

and the administration of the company. It is created with the aim of meeting the social, 

cultural and economic needs of the community. The company benefits are usually for 

social services and to increase the capital reserves of the group. The employee’s salary is 

based on participation in the organisation. The International Co-operative Alliance (ICA) 

since 1985 promotes the cooperative movement in the world. The seven principles of a 

cooperative were approved by the ICA on September 23, 1995 in Manchester. 

Figure 6- 2. Statement on the Co-operative Identity 
  

1
st

  Principle Voluntary and Open Membership 

2
nd

 Principle Democratic Member Control 

3
rd

 Principle Member Economic Participation 

4
th

 Principle Autonomy and Independence 

5th Principle Education, Training and Information 

6
th

 Principle Co-operation among Co-operatives 

7
th

 Principle Concern for Community 

(ICA, 1) 

                                                           
 

17
 The official Linux Foundation list of members is in: http://www.linuxfoundation.org/about/members 
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Despite being one of the fairest forms of social economy in the world, is not exempt from 

controversy. There is a dilemma described in the journal Science
18

 by Garrett Hardin 

called the "tragedy of the commons". 
(TOC, 1)

 

It explains that despite acting as a community with shared resources, the individuals act 

motivated only by self-interest, and this end up destroying the limited resource, although 

that not suits with them. It is interpreted that a cooperative can work well at first, but 

when is growing the business the only solution is to privatize or the participation of the 

government in the company. 
(TOC, 2) 

 

6.1.3. Fibre Optics Installation 
 

The Installers in Spain are small or medium business-focused on offer Fibre Optics 

equipment and installation services to major operators and companies in Spain. Usually 

they are not clustered as joint ventures or consortiums. Therefore, they act independently 

on different projects. Many companies are reconverted from other telecommunications 

business, which have been formed at 80s and they have assessed the inclusion of Fibre 

Optics. They are usually managed by few people and they hire the employees through a 

project. These companies often adapt its activities and customize so much their products 

depending on the client and the work to be performed.  

 

There are some associations where the companies are integrated. Usually these 

organizations are from the autonomous communities in Spain.   

 

 

Figure 6- 3. Telecommunications installer federation from Spain 

  

 

- Fenitel (Federación de instaladores de telecomunicación): It is the National 

federation of Telecommunications installers in Spain. Inside this federation there are 24 

territorial federations. It is the main representative of the sector and is closely connected 

with the CNMC. 
(Fenitel, 1)

 

 

 

                                                           
 

18 Science is the expression tool of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) and 

is one of the world's top scientific magazines. 
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6.1.4. Community of Neighbours 
 

A community of neighbours vary significantly depending on the number of homes in the 

building. Typically there is a president of the community who is in charge of handling the 

complaints and propose meetings. In addition, apart from the President, another person in 

the community or an outside company can have the administrator role, which is in charge 

of payments and the financial system. 

 

Through different interviews with administrators, presidents and owners of some homes 

in Barcelona and Zaragoza, it has learned remarkable information about the organization 

of these communities. You can find all interview document questions in Appendix F. 

 

In a small buildings neighbour community, one of the neighbours is usually president and 

administrator at the same time, however on larger and Barcelona buildings, external 

companies offer their services to facilitate the management of the building (i.e.  

Forcadell). Depending on the size of the community, the calling of a meeting may be 

more or less difficult. The President or the external administrator may be the person who 

manages the date. The cost of one meeting with an external administrator is about 50 € 

session which is not a negligible amount. The reasons for calling a meeting usually are a 

neighbour who have trouble, to discuss budgets, the proposition of change a service, 

extraordinary levy, among others. In all neighbour communities the owners are who have 

the entitled to vote at meetings. The tenant people therefore are excluded from those 

privileges. To ensure that a new proposal goes on, an absolute majority vote is required, 

otherwise is null and no change is made. In case of changing for a new service, the 

company should go to the president of the community and he or the administrators are 

who convene this meeting. Finally, if the proposal goes ahead, the president will sign the 

minutes of the meeting and the hiring of the new service will be closed. The payment of 

basic services offered to the community, such as lift maintenance, cleaning, gas ...) is 

made to a community account owned by all the neighbours, managed by the 

administrator. In some communities, the payment of these services is not exactly the 

same for all residents, those with larger homes pay a higher monthly payment. In case of 

a non-paid by one of the neighbours, the administrator is the person who makes it known 

to the community and look for a suitable solution. Normally the search for cheaper 

services is often proposed by the administrator, who has a commission by the service 

company to express gratitude of the sale. 

In case of Internet sharing, several communities have been proposed to share internet 

through companies offering installation of equipment, however all the equipment and 

labour has to be paid by the community and has not gone ahead. They think that the idea 

of sharing think it is good. The condition is that the provided service, network security 

and the company generates trust.  

Due to strong economic crisis in Spain, neighbour communities are currently trying to cut 

costs and try to find cheaper solutions to the hired services. 
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6.1.5. Guifi 

Guifi.net is a collaborative project through a telecommunications network, which is open, 

free and neutral.  There are two different sections in the organization. On the left hand 

there is the Foundation, who is the manager of the activities and the formal “society”. On 

the other hand there is the community, which is the all the people who owned the network 

and participates in the projects. 

 

6.1.5.1. Guifi.net Foundation 

Guifi.net organizational structure is adapted to this type of society. The motto of the 

foundation says, it is a private foundation for open, free and neutral. It is organized by 

"Fibre from the node", but not only focused their activities on it, as it participates in 

different deployment depending on geographical location.  

Since its founding, July 11, 2008, has received several awards in relation to their 

activities. The foundation statutes contain 26 articles detailing accurately the philosophy, 

activities and structure. 
(Guifi.net, 2)  

The foundation is made by the Board, the Advisory 

Board and Guifi.net users.
 

 

Table 6- 1. Guifi.net foundation structure 

 

Body Formed by: Capacity to decide 

Board and management 

Ramon Roca Tió, president 
Lluís Dalmau Junyent, secretary 
Ramon Amblàs i Comas, chair 
Gil Forcada Codinachs, chair 
Pablo Boronat Pérez, chair 
Lluís Dalmau, director 

 

Advisory Board 

Composed of individuals and 

companies that produce the 

foundation projects. 

 

-GLIR (Local Internet Registry) 

-GCOM (Community) 

-DEV (Developers) 

 

Guifi.net users 

 
It is the people who make use of 

the network, they can attend 

meetings and to provide input. 

 

 

(Guifi.net, 3) 
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Figure 6- 4. The Guifi.net networks map. 

 
 

From January 2011 Guifi.net have an active interconnection at CATNIX, with 1GB speed 

and a lot of peering
19

 as it can be seen in Figure 6-3. Actually, Guifi.net has a Cogent 

1GB gateway connection to Internet and 1GB more projected with Telia Sonera. 

Moreover, the Fibre methodology to deploy is done through collaborative working 

between large associates and Guifi volunteers. 

The foundation has different training programs to transfer knowledge including fibre 

optics installers and end users. They also have a program of internships and jobs for 

students, as well as a volunteer program known to improve the open and neutral 

networks. 

 

6.1.5.2. Guifi.net Community 

Guifi.net community is carrying out several projects simultaneously. In the context of 

Fibre Optics, Gurb is already the 3rd phase of the project by deploying the avenue Sant 

Bartomeu. They have also started a new project deployment in Calldetenes, which is 

currently in Phase 1. In the field of nodes, Guifi.net already has 23928 nodes 

(04.06.2014) and increasing every day. At this time has over 11053 nodes projected. 
(Guifi.net, 4)

 

All the network of Guifi.net is hold by the community activities and their feedback. There 

are professionals collaborating with the network and the deployments.  

 

                                                           
 

19
 The peering list and statistics are available in http://noc.guifi.net 
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6.1.6. Barcelona’s municipality 

The city of Barcelona, where it will be implemented the pilot of this project, where 

governs Xavier Trias and in which there are also five deputy mayors. 

The Government Commission, about 14 people, which also are the mayor and the deputy 

mayors, has different areas of government. In this case the interesting area is the habitat 

area that has authority in urban environment and urban services, where the manager is 

Mr. Joan Puidollers Fargas, who could offer more information on agencies Fibre strategy 

or deployments in Barcelona. 

In the same way, there are local political groups that are responsible for different areas of 

the city below the general party that governs the city. These little games can also be an 

influence to the governing body of the municipality
. (Ajuntament of Barcelona, 1)  
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Chapter 7. BUSINESS MODEL 

COMMUNITY-ORIENTED 

 

7.1. Definition 

 

The business model is a key factor in the success of a company. This tool is a mechanism 

that defines the business logic, i.e., the way in which the business generates revenue and 

profits and also serves its customers. A business model describes how to reach customers, 

as it relates to them and how it makes money. Hence, a business model should generate, 

on paper, a mutual benefit for the customer and the company, being explained intuitive, 

simple and accessible to non-experts persons. 

In this final project it is developed a model in a graphically way through the methodology 

developed by Alexander Osterwalder, which, as he says in his book Business Model 

Generation, 
(Osterwalder, 1) 

 

“We believe a business model can best be described through nine basic building blocks 

that show the logic of how a company intends to make money. The nine blocks cover the 

four main areas of a business: customers, offer, infrastructure, and financial viability. 

The business model is like a blueprint for a strategy to be implemented through 

organizational structures, processes, and systems.”  

 

Therefore throughout this chapter the graphic business model is presented and it will 

develop each of the blocks. The following figure shows an example of what a canvas of 

Osterwalder is, with the nine blocks that describe the relationship between business and 

market. 
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Figure 7- 1. Osterwalder canvas overview. 

 

To define a good business model, three phases are required. These phases are an iterative 

and continuous improvement process which is required to get the model you are trying to 

achieve.  

 

Figure 7- 2. Stages of developing a business model: 

 

Presentation 

You must write and submit 

each of the nine blocks that 

make up the model of 

Osterwalder. 

Evaluation and 

Improvement 

From each block individually 

and the processes involved in 

each of them, trying to 

abstract, question and think 

improvements for each of 

them. 

 

Innovation 

Plan the final model considering 

an innovation over other 

business models. 

 

Thus the business model canvas is the way to evaluate by a common language that 

describe, analyse and modify the business model. In this case we are dealing with the 

creation of a new model, and we will be very important to analyse your business 

opportunity based on several important points mentioned by Osterwalder before you can 

validate it. These are the following: 

1. Market and trends 

2. Competence 

3. Sector 

4. Employees 

5. Monetise 
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In this final project it have been evaluated and explained all these points to determine the 

metrics to the model designed, based on the creation of a strategy and a growth engine to 

improve incrementally in order to obtain a plan for sustainable business. Throughout the 

different sections it have attempted to show all issues for the creation of this model, and 

analysing each one carefully to find a self-sustaining model. 

Finally, the canvas made for FastBuB is included, the new telecommunications operator 

based on a Bottom up Broadband methodology. 
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Figure 7- 3. FastBuB canvas 
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7.1.1 Value proposition 
 

The value proposition is related with the offered service/product to the customer. In this 

case, the operator will provide a 1GB internet connection to a neighbour community. The 

price of this service will be 30€/home. If it is compared this price with the incumbent 

Operator (Telefonica), the comparative shows: 

 
Table 7- 1. Price comparative FastBuB vs Telefonica for Fibre internet connection 

 Telefonica Spain FastBuB minimum 

Price per user 

(~100Mb) 
65.68€ / month 

30€ / month 

(Minimum 40% 

penetration) 

Price to 15 homes 

community 
985.2€ /month 

450€ / month 

(1GB) 

Price to 20 homes 

community 
1313.6€ / month 

600€ /month 

(1,5GB) 

 

In this table it can be seen that the Telefonica price is multiplied lineally by the number of 

users hiring the Fibre in the building. However, FastBuB will require a minimum of 40% 

of the building to offer connectivity with a minimum of 8/9 users. Initially, to be more 

competitive, the price relation will be 55% lower than the actual offer of Movistar (Fibre 

100Mb) with a full guarantee service.  

Therefore, the idea is not playing with the promotions, war prices and the content. The 

price will be final and with VAT included. The aim is not tricking the costumer with 

dishonest advertising. It has been discussed the key activities of sharing internet as a 

community, moreover, it will be possible to hire extra services to each neighbour, like the 

landline and TV streaming with individual over-the-top content services. 

  

7.1.2 Customer relationship 
 

Apart from neighbour community buildings interviews from the Chapter 6, the relation 

with the costumer has to be the closest and trusting possible. FastBuB is leading not only 

with one user, but with a lot of users using the network at the same time in the same 

building. The customer service will be very important in a certain sense, through a chat or 

phone assistance. This service has to be totally customized depending on the community 

who is making the query. Each neighbour could have different services hired, and the 

operator should know each one of them. 
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One of the most important challenges of the relationship is the building installation. The 

way to know if a community is interested in the services of FastBuB, could be the 

creation of a website making a pre-registration call to entire Spain and a strong marketing 

campaign. The users will publish the interest on the FastBuB services and when the 

company reach the 40% minimum in the building, it will be make a study to provide 

information of possible installations (inside the building UTP, xDSL or Wi-Fi) and 

different installers. The community will make a decision of the best solution to them 

taking in account the economic differences of each one.  

 

7.1.3 Channels 
 

The company channels to the costumer will be the usual to all type of operators. In this 

case it will be important the Fibre Optics Installers, who will have a say in how the 

community installation has to be done. 

 

Moreover, having in mind that FastBuB is in first a little operator with a different 

business model than the common operators, it will be important the website. It has to be 

clear, easy, transparent and with a lot of information to the costumers. The Operator has 

to be very efficient and productive, with a strong database of the buildings in the city and 

a register of the neighbours.  

 

7.1.4 Customer Segments 
 

The main business of FastBuB is directed to the neighbour communities in cities of 

small-medium population density. However, there are business segments that could be 

interesting to the Operator. For instance, the buildings where there are a joint venture of 

little companies, which they could associate and reduce their Internet bid. Furthermore, 

the shopping centres are a great opportunity, because they have a lot of services like open 

Wi-Fi and strong density of companies working in the same area. 

 

Apart from the neighbour communities, can be the possibility to create neighbourhood 

communities where the population density is not enough to allow the deployment in one 

building. 
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7.1.5 Revenue Streams 
 

In first, the revenue of the company will be the social capital invested by the partners and 

participants in the FastBuB project. The decision of being “Fibre on Demand” means not 

to undertake big deployments with a high risk because the deployment is made when 

there is the interest of the neighbours. 

 

Then, the main income will be the flat rate of the communities each month. Moreover, it 

will be a commission to the external services offered through FastBuB like the landline or 

the streaming TV. 

 

In the long term, the possibility to rent the own networks to other companies could be a 

profitable business to the company. Because, it could happen that a community wants to 

unsubscribe from the FastBuB services and other operators should have the possibility to 

use the in-building fibre connections. 

 

7.1.6 Cost structure 
 

The cost structure of FastBuB has been explained through the study of the 

telecommunications market. It will be necessary all the elements to a deployment, which 

includes the equipment, fibre installers, infrastructure and testing. Furthermore, FastBuB 

will have some employees in different departments. The maintenance of the network will 

be a strategic cost in the company. As it has been explained in the previous chapters, the 

wholesale internet access will be an important cost, offered by a big company like Cogent 

o Telia Sonera. Finally, the marketing will be an important investment in the company, a 

cost to promote the implementation a new model in the telecommunications market. 

 

7.1.7 Key Partners  
 

The introduction of a new business model needs to have important key partners in the 

process. For example, in this case it will be important the legal advisors, because there 

are other operators that will be fighting to stop FastBuB activities. Moreover, the 

equipment supplier, fibre installers and the wholesale internet access supplier will be the 

most important partners in the main operations of the company. It will be really 

interesting the possibility to partnership with a neutral operator because it makes easy the 

deployment. Finally, the persons or institutions that trust in the project and provide 

financial resources are important. 
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7.1.8 Key Activities 
 

As it was mentioned in the previous blocks, the FastBuB activities are focused in “Fibre 

on Demand”, so this is an Install-if-sell approach like Google in the US. This will be very 

important because all the company is going to focus in the demand of the communities. 

Another important key activity is the deployment and rent of telecom infrastructure to 

neutral operators or private ones. The installation in new neighbour communities will be 

important because it has to be quickly. The choice of installation and the deployment 

cannot reach out much time. The strategy based on word-of-mouth will be important, 

because is a strange model to the users, and can be confusion and the thoughts that is a 

fraud. 

 

7.1.9 Key Resources 
 

Finally, the key resources of the business model are focused in the deployments, the law 

and the financial. First, the company will need the equipment provider, who can be 

Huawei, Fibox or another company viewed in this document. For instance, Huawei have 

a special plan to little operators. The plan consists in lend the equipment for a six months 

without any payment, and after this time start to pay. It will be very important an 

advanced knowledge of Fibre Optics in this Operator, because the difference between the 

deployments (xDSL, UTP, Wi-Fi) means the necessity of having great professionals. As 

in Key partners, the legal resources will be important, because there are other companies 

being competitive to FastBuB. To conclude, the investors of the company will be an 

important financial resource of the company that allows the deployment of new networks 

and the growth of the business. 

 

 

7.2. Value chain and competitive advantage 
 

 

A value chain is a theoretical model to specify the operating of an industry in order to 

deliver a product or service for the market. This concept was described by Michael Porter 

in his book (1985) Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior 

Performance. The chain is a graphic model of the process of the organization. In this 

case, it can be seen that FastBuB will have a lot of inputs, transformation processes and 

outputs in all the steps.  The value chain is used to identify the competitive advantage of 

the company in a particular sector.  

It is represented the FastBuB value chain in the Figure 7-4 as the Bottom up Broadband 

example chain to a community Operator. By this chain, the operating of FastBuB will be 

well specified, because it will be covered all the relations with the client and also the 

intern relations of the company. 
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Figure 7- 4. FastBuB value chain. 

 

The competitive advantage of the company is the possibility to offer a full guarantee 

service like other Operators but with a lower price. The Fibre on Demand strategy it is 

and advantage to FastBuB because it allows being more effective and productive with the 

investment. The possibility of offer value-added services from other companies is another 

competitive advantage, because the customer can customize the offer as he like it.  

 

7.3. Offered Services 
 

 

In the previous chapters it has discussed the possibility to compete of FastBuB with other 

operators. In Chapter 3, it has reviewed the flat rates from double and triple-play packs 

from the most important companies in Spain. Now, it is introduced a model of offered 

services from FastBuB. Following the Business model, FastBuB will start with a monthly 

retail offer 30€ to each neighbour. This will be the basic plan of the Company. Then, it 

will be possible to hire optional services to make a complete double-triple play. In the 

Table 7-2 is represented a specifically summary of the FastBuB services. There are 

included instance companies to make an agreement in case of optional services. 

Table 7- 2. FastBuB services 

 

Pre-subscription to the 
buildings and study 

deployment. 

Planning 
and 

Devices 

Installation & 
Maintainance 

Communications 
Value-Added 

Services 
Customer 
services 
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These prices are illustrative from different companies. 

-Phone services: Mobile Phone is an optional service. An agreement with Mobile Virtual 

Network Operators (MVNO) like Pepehone, MasMovil or Simyo would be a strategy to 

compete with the big operators, who probably will not be interested on make an 

agreement with FastBuB. Landline is an important additional service, because there are 

people who will require it. There are also another companies providing IP Landline 

services, which can be interested in an agreement with FastBuB, for instance, Netelip 

offers a plan to call all the landlines in Spain for 6€. 
(Netelip, 1)

 

- TV: Be competitive in the TV services is more complicated. There are companies in 

Spain that offer streaming TV with a catalogue of films and TV Shows like Wuaki.tv or 

Filmin. However, Live TV is more complicated, because actually there is Nubeox with a 

premium service of 10€ but only with 10 channels with live TV.   
(Nubeox, 1) 

From this cost of service, FastBuB would agree a 15% discount to the neighbours and a 

15% commission to FastBuB from the beginning, to satisfy all the services. A typical 

triple-play pack, with Internet, Phone and TV is around 70€. FastBuB can offer it from 

less than 55€, including the agreements with the other companies. Depending on the 

negotiation, this price can be lower, now is only an approximation based on the offers in 

the market.   

 

 

7.4. Investment 
 

 

The investment in a telecommunications Operator is a challenge but is really important. 

As it have seen in Table 2-5 the investment in the sector is really important to the strategy 

of the operator. But in this case, FastBuB does not require a huge investment in 

architecture deployments. The “Fibre on Demand” methodology will be an important 

way of control this investment.  

FastBuB could start with a Pilot Testing in a street of Barcelona, or making agreements 

with shopping centres or hotels. Then, it will be necessary a huge investment to offer the 

service in other places, and a strong campaign of marketing. In First, the investment 

could be made by the capital partners, to establish the society and start to create the 

business plan. Once the business plan is done, the intention is to find investors to create 

the Operator. The investors could be business angels, people interested in the project or 

other operators investing in the company. In Table 5-11, It is represented an example of a 

deployment through façade to 44 homes will be around 50000€, but it is known that with 

a more penetration the cost/home will be lower. The creation of a strong operator to be 

competitive in the cities will require an investment of millions of euros. In the Table 7-3 
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it is represented all the required elements in an abstract way needed to the creation of the 

society and to start operations into the market.  

Table 7- 3. First year FastBuB required investment. 

Field Concept Expenditure/yearly 

Administrative Creation of the society 3,000€ 

Administrative Admission as Operator 1.25% of operating profit.
20

 

Administrative Legal advisors 10,000€
21

 

Operations Marketing 200,000€ 

Operations Employees 346,000€ 

Operations Pilot Testing (4 buildings) 30,000€
22

 

Operations Wholesale offer and IP transit 21,200€
23

 

Deployments Equipment 26,100€
24

 

Deployments Fibre Installers 48,000€
25

 

Operations Maintenance 8,000€ 

Operations Others 
26

 12,000€ 

Total  704,300€ 

 

This is a high level approximation of the required investment of FastBuB with all the 

values extracted from real cases and studies. In the next step for future projects, the 

creation of the business plan, it will be necessary a precise calculation of the total cost in 

a range of 2-5 years. Because the growth of the company will require more resources and 

a debt payments study. 

 

7.5. Returns 
 

 

Finally, the returns of the company are one of the most important things, because the 

success of the company will be associated with the impact and the returns in his market. 

As it has discussed in the Business model, FastBuB will offer internet services to 

neighbour communities with a price of 30€ to each neighbour. The main business of 

FastBuB will be this flat rates and in the Table 7-4 is represented the evolution of the 

income only having in account the basic service. 

                                                           
 

20
 Established in the CNMC regulation. 

(Minetur, 2)
 

21
 Based on the cost of one lawyer in htttp://unabogado.es.  

22
 From the cost deployment study of the chapter 5 with wholesale services hired.  

23
 Catnix (1GB) for 7200€/1

st
 year and Cogent with 2GB is 14000/1

st
 year with installation fee included.  

24
 1 ONT (3000€), 30 MDU (260€/unit), 240 Routers (18€/unit), 30 RITIs (300€), 3 Splice Box (200€), and 

Servers and installation (1000€), without considering the Fibre Installers costs and the equipment depreciation.   
25

 The Fibre Optics installers reach approximate 1 building every day, 30 days with 8 hours dedication and 

25€/hour. 8 installers. 
26

 Renting the work office (700€/monthly) and the basic services (300/monthly) such as electricity, water, 

cleaning service or phone services. 
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In the previous investment part, it is kept in mind that FastBuB is offering the service to 

30 communities the first year. For this reason, the Table 7-4 is addressed to calculate the 

previous income as an example in function with the number of neighbours through the 

years. The growth of the company is a 100% every year since the 5
th

 which is 240 as the 

4
th

 . It is supposed a penetration of eight neighbours average in buildings. From the 

second year, the investment needed will be 671,300€ because the test pilot will be 

finished and some costs associated to the creation of the society are only once. For this 

reason, it will be important the calculation of the investment needed each year due to the 

increment of the equipment, maintenance and fiber installers costs. In the next table is 

shown the Return of Investment, which is an approximation of the needed time to return 

the investment done in the operator with a 5% increment. It can be seen the detailed 

calculation of the investment needed in Appendix G. 

 

Table 7- 4. Previous income from the internet services offered 

 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd year 4th year 5th year 6th year 7th year 8th year 

Buildings 30 60 120 240 480 720 960 1200 

Neighbours 240 480 960 1,920 3,840 5,760 7,680 9600 

Investment/year27 704,300€ 671,300€ 835,200€ 999,400€ 1,327,800€ 1,327,800€ 1,327,800€ 1,327,800€ 

30€/ monthly to 

each neighbour 

revenue 

86,400€ 172,800€ 345,600€ 691,200€ 1,382,400€ 2,073,600€ 2,764,800€ 3,456,000€ 

Year-To-Date 86,400€ 259,200€ 604,800€ 1,296,000€ 2,678,400€ 4,752,000€ 7,516,800€ 10,972,800€ 

Result -617,900€ -1,116,400€ -1,606,000€ -1,914,200€ -1,859,600€ - 1,113,800€ 323,200€ 2,451,400€ 

ROI (5%) -87,73% -81,16% -72,64% -59,63% -40,98% -18,99% 4,49% 40,37% 

 

ROI value is important because it can be seen that the necessary time to return the 

investment to the investors. It will be necessary 6 years to produce benefit in the 

company to guarantee the return of the investment done. This estimation could be low 

time because in this approximation is not take in account the optional services like 

Mobile Phone and TV streaming possible commission, it is only the 30€ fee of Internet. 

The difference between the fifth and the sixth year are due to the growth of the company, 

in spite of there is only an increment of 240 buildings. This is a en estimation that could 

change from -25% to 75%.  

 

 

 

                                                           
 

27
 The approximate investment done in 30 apartments is 82100€ in concept of Equipment, Fibre installers 

and Maintenance. 
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7.6. Case study 
 

 

Figure 7- 5. Hyperoptic UK brand image. 

 

HypeOptic is a London (UK) company who have a 50£ million led by Quantum Strategic 

Partners Ltd investment. They have two different models, but one of them is quite similar 

to FastBuB business model intention. They approach is Fibre to the Building (FTTB). 

They are concentrated on large residential of 80 units and over. They distribute the in-

building connectivity with CAT5 Ethernet cable or inside the building because 

installation is easier through the building and the footprint in the home is smaller. They 

work with the owners and administrators to ensure they are pleased with the installation. 

They have won some awards, for instance, “Best Consumer Costumer Service” and 

“Costumer Choice”. This reflects the importance of the costumer for this company. 
(Hyperoptic, 1)

 

The offer of the company is based in 3 options with phone packages,   

- Hyper-lite (20 Mbps)  25£ 

- Hyper-active (100 Mbps symmetric)  37.5£ 

- Hyper-sonic (1 Gbps symmetric)  62.5£ 

(Hyperoptic, 2) 

They are studying new models of reaching internet in the buildings. For example, they 

are considering creating flat rates to the entire communities, and sharing internet with the 

neighbours. For this reason, it is an interesting company because is making business in 

the UKs taking advantage of the demographic places and the communication with the 

administrators and owners.
 (Hyperoptic, 3)

 

In March 2013, they had 20,000 customers in London. Their intention is to expand the 

business to 10 new cities in 2014 and reach 500,000 customers in the next 5 years.   
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Chapter 8. MOTIVATION OF A NEW OPERATOR 
 

 

8.1. What kind of deployment is more beneficial…? 
 

 

A deployment can be beneficial to the operator or to the subscriber. Clearly, the operator 

will try to be as competitive and draw maximum benefits from throughout its network 

access installed. Moreover, the client will try to have the offer that best suits him, with 

good service at a price it considers appropriate. In the following sections we will evaluate 

the possibility of a new fibre operator directed to neighbouring communities, analysing 

both the benefits and legality. 

 

8.1.1. To the Operator? 

The operator is a company. The most beneficial deployment to the Operator is the one 

that produces more benefits to the company and reaches more customers. Nowadays, as it 

can be seen in this Chapter 2, in Spain the most popular deployment is the FTTH where 

the Optical Fibre arrives to the costumer’s home. In this kind of deployment the operator 

make profitable the investment for double/ triple play services for each customer who is 

paying 12€ more for a fiber access than xDSL. The fibre investment is focused in high 

population density cities, for this reason the small towns and are left in the xDSL 

technology service because the operators are not interest. 

 

8.1.2. To The costumer? 

The costumers have different profiles, because there are people that only want an Internet 

access and nowadays they have mandatory to hire also the fixed telephone and other 

services.  The customer is persuaded to hire a Triple Play Pack (Phone, TV, and Internet) 

that has more attractive price than the separate services. The type of deployment more 

beneficial for the costumer is the one that provides a good Internet bandwidth service 

with a competitive price and a custom-made pack. Moreover, if the customer wants to 

hire a new service, the price is increased a little for each one without penalising. 

Nowadays, as it has mentioned in previous sections, some residents have started to share 

their internet connexion to reduce costs and this has caused emerged companies as 

AnxaNet or WifiComunidades. Despite being a more recurrent activity, it is also known 

that some communities have asked the regulator on the legality of this activity. Since 

under the particular conditions in operator’s contract would not be possible to do so. 
(CNMC, 11)
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8.2.  Which architecture use in a competitive area? 
 

 

Cities are the most competitive area in the broadband market. Nowadays, the operators 

behave in the same way in the cities than in small towns. Why they do not take advantage 

of the buildings? If you are able to provide FTTH is a perfect solution, but if you use the 

buildings to provide internet with a different business model you will be different and this 

can be a great value proposal of the company. 

The choice of FTTB in this project answers 3 questions, first is the deployment price, 

second is flexibility of connections (UTP, xDSL, Wi-Fi) and the third is the possibility of 

doing a progressive deployment. But the key to be able providing shared internet to 

communities is the regulation.  

 

8.2.1. The sense of an Operator directed to Neighbour Communities 

 

A Fibre Operator providing internet service to neighbour communities as an entity makes 

sense. Now other basic services such as gas, electricity or cleaning service are employed 

by the community as an entity. Why the Internet cannot be offered the same way?, 

Currently there are available fibre connections that are able to provide a speed up to 1GB, 

which means that shared between 10 or 20 homes are 100 or 50 Mbps connection, it is an 

acceptable speed. 

If some data from the National Statistical Institute of Catalonia (idescat) is searched and 

understood, then you will find that most buildings and block of flats in Barcelona are 

buildings of 10 to 19 homes. 

 

Figure 8- 1. Type of Buildings in Barcelona by number of homes 

 zero 

Apartment 

1  

Apartm. 

2  

Apartm. 

3 

Apartm. 

4 

Apartm. 

5 to 9 

Apartm. 

10 to 19 

Apartm. 

20/more 

Apartm. 

Total 

1990 10,620 19,080 4,031 3,034 3,528 12,752 16,181 10,676 79,902 

2001 10,979 22,122 4,559 3,111 3,514 13,294 17,435 11,730 86,744 

(Idescat, 1) 

The need for an operator arises from the economic crisis and the redundancy of fibre 

installations that currently exists. You can create a Fibre Operator directed to 

neighbouring communities or including streets where the offer is exactly the same in 

whole Spain, although the population density per square meter is much greater, being 

able to take advantage of more efficient network.  

Moreover, in cities such as Barcelona (22 @) and Asturias (Asturcon), there are neutral 

operators promoted by municipalities, which provide the ability to interconnect an 

operator without having to make a big investment in equipment and civil work 
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deployment, although we have already seen is a proper solution at first, but evidently 

lease the network is a long-term unsustainable cost to be competitive. 

 

8.3. Hypothesis of the model 
 

 

The hypothesis that has been created is related to each chapter of this final project.  It will 

be discussed all aspects and decisions made in order to create the most suitable model for 

this type of customer. It is going to make some addressed questions of the motivation 

chapter and then answer it with all the conclusions.  

 

8.3.1. How can the bottom-up broadband concept be adapted in a 

highly competitive market for Internet under a complete private 

and non-subsided model? 
 

Thanks to the data provided in the previous chapters. It has been first analysed the 

broadband market, secondly the vertical model that currently exists around some 

Operators, thirdly the different ways to deploy fibre architecture and finally the cost 

associated. Therefore, now you can have a major appreciation of the entire 

telecommunications market. The next step was to choose a good architecture and the 

development of a business model for this operator. 

The following Table 8-1 shows some key points of the current broadband market 

trends to solve the hypothesis. 

 

Table 8- 1. Conclusions of the Broadband Market 

Conclusions 

The broadband market has decreased its revenue since 2009. Less income 

The investment in Fibre done in Spain is actually very high. More investment 

The development of new technologies can get much higher 

speeds compared to xDSL. 
Better service 

There are neutral operators in Spain, i.e. 22@ and Asturcon. There are neutral. 

There are many business models in Spain. Big Operators 

following the traditional model and many niche operators. 
Great competence. 

 

These statements let us start to confirm the operator’s model created. In the first place we 

have a market that generates less revenue each year, mostly due to the decreasing price of 

services and also to the very high investment in fibre from recent years. New 
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technologies and competition are becoming increasingly fierce in the market and are 

causing a great entry barrier to new operators. 

We called the new operator "FastBuB”. It must be an Operator involving less investment 

in deployment and be able to deploy the same geographical area using an alternative 

model. In order to compete, the operator is focused on offering Internet shared services to 

neighbour communities. Under this concept, is expected to provide the same quality 

service at a price 55% lower than traditional operators for each neighbour. In order to 

offer these services, the Operator will need a wholesale operator providing internet 

gateway access (Cogent, Telia Sonera) and 40% minimum of the building neighbours 

committing to FastBuB before starting any deployment. 

Answering to the hypothesis, we can conclude that yes, it can be created a new operator, 

but always following the previous comments, i.e. the 55% lower price and knowing 40% 

pre-existence demand, we call it Fibre on demand. 

 

8.3.2. Is economically feasible a bottom-up Internet provider deploying 

its own fibre infrastructure in an urban scenario? 

 

This new operator should not initially be vertical, in addition, it should fight not only to 

compete for the offer, also against the vertically operators controlling the entire network 

infrastructure in Spain, it is remembered in Table 8-2 the conclusions extracted in 

Chapter 3 and in this way explain the strategy of the new FastBuB operator. 

 

Table 8- 2. Conclusions about the Vertical Model 

Conclusions 

Vertical Operators (i.e. Telefonica, ONO) are 

controlling all network layers. Total architecture control. 

They handle the possible margin rates with 

more flexibility than retail operators. Control the rates. 

Vertical Fibre Operators deploy in biggest cities 

and on the other hand, cable primarily in 100 to 

500 thousand inhabitants cities. 
Interest in cities. 

They provide more attractive double-play and 

triple-play offers because they can work in all 

types of services included in the packs (Mobile 

phone, landline, television and internet). 

Double-Triple play packs. 

 

The possibilities for a small operator to compete against a vertical operator are limited. 

The largest are behind a great investment and financing that allows them to respond to all 
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threats of competition. Therefore, today small operators are often distributed in places 

where large operators have not arrived yet, as La Cala Fibra or FibraCat as they operate 

in cities where they have taken the opportunity and vertical operators have neglected, 

since they are concentrated in cities. Therefore we can conclude that actually there is not 

a good competition to the important operators in fibre, as they have the same “business 

model” than the big ones but in other locations. 

The FastBuB proposal is aimed to offer a different business model against the actual one 

by traditional operators, and that is the main tool to compete toward them. 

Answering the Hypothesis, FastBuB operator will need to deploy or rent other operator’s 

networks, which can be a problem in a first place, but thanks to neutral operators, could 

be done without problems. This alternative way of bringing fibre it would be a 

mechanism to fight the large operators, guaranteeing a contract with a much more 

attractive price than that currently the traditional verticals charged individually as we 

have seen in the business model in Chapter 3. 

The competition to double-play and triple-play offers, FastBuB will be fully configurable 

for each neighbour. Therefore, despite paying the bill together as a community, residents 

can choose individual services. In the case of landline, only the neighbours who want the 

service will be provided by IP telephony with an additional cost of around 6€, this service 

is outsourced to another company. Television streaming services may also be outsourced 

with more attractive price through agreement with Wuaki.tv, Yomvi or another streaming 

company.  

That way, the major competition to these large operators is based on trying to change the 

traditional model of telecommunications. FastBuB went from a single subscriber to an 

entity (community) who engages the services. That allows a greater margin and also to 

offer a lower price. However, each customer has a different profile and requires a 

different service. Therefore this operator must have a powerful and carefully costumer 

service, in addition it will offer a triple play strategy fully customizable and configurable 

to suit any profile. 

 

8.3.3. How the aggregation of demand based on communities of end-

users may impact on current fibre deployments by traditional 

operators? 

 

In the network architecture section, it is important to choose an architecture that suits this 

type of model that wants to create. Providing internet to one home is not the same as to 

provide a shared global internet to a community. Therefore, as we have done in Chapter 

4, it was important to assess what type of architecture was more interesting, more 

economical to deploy and it covers more geographic area.  
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Table 8- 3. Fibre Architecture conclusions 

Conclusions 

Spanish operators generally are deploying 

FTTH, fibre to the home.  
The most used is FTTH. 

PON and P2MP networks are more economic 

and sustainable. 
Passive and point-multi-point. 

FTTB is a solution that does not require large 

deployments inside the building. 
VDSL, UTP or Wi-Fi solutions. 

“Fibre from the” solutions make much sense in 

rural areas, where there is no other operators 

offer. 
Rural areas, FFTx. 

 

The trend in Spain is deploying FTTH through considerable investments of millions of 

euros. However, FastBuB reality is, be a different operator and has a different 

deployment philosophy. As we have discussed in this final project, large operators are 

currently deploying in high population densities and then expect a high hiring rates, but 

the methodology is always deploy and then expect the hiring.  

Resolving the Hypothesis, FastBuB needs a different philosophy. The idea is to make a 

model based on Fibre on Demand. Is a Bottom-Up-Broadband model because it involves 

the association of community for the contract, and also allow the operator to take care 

about the investment to start deploying, moreover, the operator will have a less risk to 

obtain the predicted return. Facing the most interesting network architecture, the best 

solution is passive network (PON) architecture with a Point-to-Multipoint (P2MP) and a 

Fibre to the Building (FTTB) deployment through façade if it is not an ICT installation in 

the building. That way, the operator will be able to avoid active intermediate elements 

between the distribution point and the building and the possibility of split the fibre 

between several buildings. 

 

8.3.4.  Which is the best strategy to deploy a fibre infrastructure: 

build-all from the scratch, an hybrid strategy that combines own 

deployment of fibre and rental from third parties, or a pure-

rental model? 
 

The choice of FTTB is motivated in first by deployment costs. It is looking for alternative 

low-cost model of deploy fibre in a competitive area like Barcelona. The next Table 8-4 

shows the conclusions of Chapter 5, the deployment costs. 
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Table 8- 4. Conclusions about deployment costs 

Conclusions 

Deployment from 0 requires a high investment civil 

works. Renting is unsustainable in the long term. 
Façade if it is possible. 

There are neutral operators and neutral 

interconnection points to operators. 
There are neutral networks. 

Rental fibre prices are relatively high for a small 

operator. 
Rent is expensive in the long term. 

The last section of the network represents the 

changes in the different cost models. 
The last part is the challenge. 

Although FTTH is the most used, FTTB is also a 

good option considering price / investment / 

capacity. 

FTTB can be popular in Spain. 

 

The calculation of the deployment costs is always complicated, firstly companies are not 

transparent about the information in their deployments, and secondly there is no exact 

math to precisely calculate these costs, since all the conditions changes depending on 

geographic area, area and technologies. In this case, the conclusions suggest that doing a 

completely new deployment when a potentially usable network does not make sense, so it 

is always better to build on existing networks. When private wholesale operators 

interconnections are not possible, there are operators that facilitate both neutral 

interconnection and peering with other operators. 

To answer the Hypothesis, the costs indicate that the FastBuB best option is to use a 

FTTB through façade architecture model that will cover more geographic area with less 

investment. The network capacity (up to 10Gbps) will not be compromised if UTP 

technology is used. For communities where this technology is not possible, xDSL can be 

used (with a higher price due to unbundling MARCo offer 8.60€) or Wi-Fi connection 

that reach 1Gbps with 802.11ac
28

 standard. 

The FTTB architecture allows us, if it is necessary in the future, to expand the capacity to 

the connected neighbours depending on the demand of each one. The deployment could 

be a progressing FTTB deployment to reach a future full FTTH, being the cost for 

reaching FTTH lower with a good planning. 

 

 

                                                           
 

28
 802.11ac is an improvement of the 802.11n standard. It has been approved in January 2014. The transfer 

rate is up to 1Gbps in the 5GHz band, up to 8 streams and MIMO modulation (256 QAM). 
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8.3.5. FastBuB Keys. 
 

After analysing each of the issues that have been addressed in this final project, in this 

section we briefly summarize which are the keys to the new operator and everything you 

need, to then, be able to create the business plan. 

 

 

Table 8- 5. FastBuB answers. 

Topic Purpose Key 

Costs 
Less investment than the traditional model 

of telecommunications. 
24% less investment needed in a 

FTTB façade deployment.
29

 

Market Wholesale Operators. 
CATNIX (peering) 

Cogent, Telia Sonera (Gateway) 

Market 
Same quality as traditional by initially low 

service Price. 
At least 30%. 

Market Minimum in-building required penetration. At least 40% 

Market 
Triple-Play pack through agreements with 

other companies. 
VoIP and Streaming TV. 

Model 
Passive network avoiding active 

intermediate elements. 
P2MP and PON architecture. 

Model Deployment oriented to buildings. Fibre to the Building. 

Model 
In-building flexibility as customer 

requirements. 
UTP (Ethernet), xDSL or Wi-Fi. 

Model 
Take advantage of existing infrastructure 

and strategies to deploy. 
Renting interconnected fibre or 

deploying through façade. 

Marketing Great importance in the customer service. 
Large number of users under the 

same contract. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
 

29
 FTTH Façade first two years for 44 homes need each month  68.77€/home || FTTB needs  52.61€ 
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8.3.6. Pros and cons of this model 
 

A based FTTB network architecture on has many positive and negative things to solve 

before the creation of a new business model for the FastBuB operator. 

Table 8- 6. FastBuB pros and cons 

Pros      Cons 

Competitive price.  Coexistence is difficult in the building. 

Fibre on Demand. 
 Who pay the power supply? It is the 

community. 

It is possible to adapt the offer to each 

building. 

 
First approach to the costumer is difficult. 

Different architectures to be more flexible.  Guarantee a fair service. 

The same service quality.  The MDU is active equipment. 

No need to hire unused services.  FTTB trigger complex verticals. 

Ideal to high population density areas. 
 If the in-building operator penetration is 

decreasing, it can be a problem. 

 

Pros 

The advantages of this model are closely related with everything we discussed earlier in 

the previous chapters. On the one hand, one advantage of this model is to offer a 

competitive price to the community than the currently offered by traditional operators. 

There is also the advantage of Fibre on Demand, the idea would be to make a national 

pre-subscription process, for example, to neighbour communities with over 10 homes, 

where neighbours could join by telephone or via telematics. Using the feasibility study of 

deployment in each area. When the minimum certain percentage set by the operator is 

reach, the staff will be directed to the community and make them the offer by 

price/deployment time. Therefore it would be a quick, effective and agreed way to reach 

the buildings. 

It is also important the advantage of adapting the offer to each kind of community. As we 

have seen in previous chapters, the buildings in the cities have very different features. 

ICT regulation in newer buildings allows the installation of the fibre through the building 

in a faster and more technical way. For the older ones it has looked for other solutions, 

because using Fibre to the Building, FastBuB is very flexible in this way and can offer 

different verticals to the neighbour community. For instance, it can be an UTP cable in-

building installation. Furthermore, in complex buildings, it is possible a final section 
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made up with Wi-Fi repeaters in each floor, allowing a wireless access to all neighbours, 

as in a University or a company.  

And above all, one of the biggest advantages is the lower investment in the deployment 

and basic equipment like ONTs or service over the traditional deployments, for the same 

quality and with full service guarantees. With the desire to customize the offer to every 

neighbour as its maximum, there is the possibility to not hire a landline, and these 

services can be added optionally guaranteeing the freedom to the costumer. 

Finally, the biggest advantage of this model is to create a different model that will seize 

the high population density in the cities and not have a single offer for the whole country. 

Whenever there are more people living in a more reduced space will be easier to create an 

offer adapted to neighbour communities. 

 

Cons  

In this point are the disadvantages associated not only with the service provided but also a 

social aspect. The relations between neighbours are often complicated. Push through a 

contract with a community of neighbours will be a challenge of how to reach the 

customer in the business plan, because the first contact may be through commercial or 

managing agent, or the company must make a heavy investment in advertising. The 

"general" lack of this type of service or company can take the neighbours think they 

might be being swindled. Therefore the marketing and the costumer communication are 

key elements in the creation of a company with shared internet activities. Through the 

neighbour community’s, interviews can be consulted in the Appendix E, it can be 

emphasized that the coexistence is difficult and the fact that the proposal is done by a 

specific neighbour can mean the rejection and opposition of the offer. 

Aside from the social aspects, this model also has drawbacks about technology. The fact 

of including many users in a building through a multiplexer (switch) involves a challenge 

of ensuring a good service to each neighbour in a fair
30

 and functional way. If at any time 

there is only one connected user, that user can use all the available bandwidth, however, 

if someone else connects to the shared connection it must be divided equally between 

neighbours. It is also important that the FTTB network with a greater technological 

flexibility for the customer, will also involve a more complex network in the vertical. 

Facing the operator, it must also control the location, type of technology that is used, the 

quality of service and the building distribution network. 

Moreover, this operator model is based around having a large portion of the residents to 

provide this service. What it happens if the 40% minimum was progressively decreasing? 

                                                           
 

30
 By “fair” we define a service that is identical to each user in the speed and security areas. For this 

reason the MDU choice is so important, because is an important device of the QoS. 
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It would come a time that the price paid for the service would not be profitable for the 

operator to few neighbours and it should be increased (raised). 

Equipment is placed in the building, it is important to mention that the MDU will be an 

active device (switch) and obviously this equipment will be connected to the power of the 

community, with the cost involved. When using Wi-Fi technology on each floor, users 

also pay the energy cost of the repeaters. 

 

8.4. Legal framework 
 

 

A challenge to the Telecom market is regulation. FastBuB operator is coming out the idea 

of a private operator to provide a community service. Therefore, the regulation to this 

new business model should be created from the scratch. However, to guarantee the 

viability of the model it has been picked up some regulation resolutions and 

documentation that refers to sharing internet and set the basis of what would be shared 

internet in a legal way as a community, and the steps to achieve it. 

 

 

8.4.1. Is it legal to share the Internet as neighbours? 
 

There is not any regulation of sharing Internet as neighbours, but we can analyse different 

resolutions of the CNMC in this way, for example, the 7
th

 September 2010, where the sr. 

Antonio Valderas Martos ask to the CNMC of the provision of Internet Service in the 

neighbourhood community. 
(CNMC, 11)

 

The CNMC established that: 

- They can share an Internet connection with the neighbourhood community but 

with some limitations: 

o The Network cannot be open for the general public, only to the neighbours 

under a “self-provisioning” concept. 

o It has to be a non-profit network.  

o The Services Operator cannot be the community. It has to be a registered 

operator in the CNMC, who offers the service and the Customer Service. 

In the case of a massive application of these different conditions or other, should be 

retested by the CNMC.  If we analyse this resolution from the scope of FastBuB operator, 

we can determine which might be feasible to establish an operator to communities. 

Because as we have seen in the resolution, if the provided network will be closed only for 

the residents, it won’t be any problem.
 
Something important is if the documents in the 

network can be shared trough the neighbours, but this is not take into account in this final 

project, but it would be very important to a future business plan. 
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Chapter 9. FUTURE LINES 
 

 

The creation of a new business model of a Telecommunications Operator with a different 

approach than the traditional model has been satisfactory. This model is the formal 

declaration of intentions of the projection and evaluation of the consequences of changing 

the paradigm. But, there is still much work to be done until the company may emerge.  

It is remembered that this project began with a detailed study of the sector. In conjunction 

with interviews, cost analysis and the international methodology of business model 

creation have allowed a consistent model based on the market reality. The viability of this 

model has been considered with different neighbourhood communities and providers of 

fibre optic installation. This project is independent and flexible to take place in other 

countries, as we have seen with international companies who are considering similar 

models (Hyperoptic or Google in Kansas). 

The future lines of this Project are: 

- Small pilot testing to evaluate the model. It will be interesting to carry out a 

demonstration to test the equipment and the stability of the network. In this phase, 

the talks with other companies to offer the services like Mobile Phone and TV 

streaming will be important to continue adjusting the offer to the neighbours. 

Then, the results from this phase will be used for create the strategic plan of the 

future company.  

 

- The elaboration of a detailed Business Plan, done at the same time as the pilot, 

with the aim to find investors in the future and continue working in this model 

will be important.  To create the company it is needed the help of qualified people 

in some skills, like financing and marketing.  

 

- Search capital investment will be the important challenge after the creation of the 

Business Plan, as it can be seen in Chapter 7, the investment needed to the 

creation of the Operator is about millions of euros. 

To sum up, the creation of this company will be an evolution of how the Internet is, and 

helping the universally of Internet. This model is created to undertake economics 

deployments in competitive areas, and starting the promotion of Bottom up Broadband 

initiatives in private markets.  
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Appendix 
 

A. Final Project proposal  

 

 

    

 

Modelo de negocio para Operador de Fibra Óptica en comunidades. 

10/07/2013 

 

En la actualidad los servicios de acceso a Internet son contratados típicamente por 

usuarios residenciales de forma desagregada e individual. Este trabajo final de grado se 

centrará en estudiar la viabilidad y el modelo de negocio que sostenga la figura de un 

operador que ofrezca fibra óptica a un mercado que agregue demanda bien sea para 

finalidad residencial o bien corporativa. Este modelo se contrapone al tradicional 

vertical donde la competencia se basa en la duplicidad de infraestructuras multiplicando 

los niveles de inversión a afrontar o, lo que es lo mismo, alargando los tiempos de 

retorno de inversión. 

 

Este estudio puede ser un precedente muy importante en la definición de la 

implementación de la Fibra Óptica en España, ofreciendo a priori un acceso a Internet 

de forma agregada a un precio reducido sin la implicación de servicios de telefonía fija, 

televisión o móvil para cada particular, siendo todos estos servicios totalmente 

opcionales para cada cliente. 

Por tanto el estudio consistirá en exponer y analizar desde todos los ámbitos posibles la 

viabilidad legal, técnica y económica del proyecto, para de esa forma definir un modelo 

y plan de negocio de un Operador de Telecomunicaciones que abarque todas las 

posibilidades y situaciones en torno al proyecto, tanto de tecnología como de montaje y 

implementación en un negocio. 
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B. Project Charter 

 

Modelo de Negocio para Operador de Fibra Óptica en las comunidades. 

25/07/2013 

 

1. Oportunidad / Idea 

En la actualidad el modelo tradicional de las Telecomunicaciones pasa por operadores 

que gestionan todas las capas de una red y hacen grandes inversiones de largo recorrido. 

La idea consiste en utilizar modelos alternativos en los que estén involucrados tanto los 

usuarios como el tejido empresarial existente en la zona donde se haga el despliegue 

bajo el principio de Bottom Up Broadband. 

- 

      Opportunity / Idea 

Nowadays the Telecommunications traditional model is Operators managing all the 

layers of a networks and make great long-haul investment. The ida is to use alternative 

models in which users are involved both as the existing business in the área where the 

deployment is done on the principle of Bottom Up Broadband. 

 

2. Descripción / Propósito 

 

 Estudiar el modelo BuB aplicado a modelos de despliegue de Fibra. 

 Conocer cómo funciona un Operador tradicional y en que consiste un despliegue o 

la reventa de redes. 

 Analizar los modelos de inversión que intervienen en el modelo tradicional actual. 

 Hacer un estudio sobre la infraestructura necesaria para un despliegue tradicional y 

BuB. 

 Tener en cuenta 2 puntos de vista en cuanto a las situaciones que se pueden dar, el 

alquiler o el despliegue de redes.  

 Analizar si es más interesante económicamente un despliegue con Fibra Óptica o 

WIFI en el último tramo de la red. 

 Analizar si es viable un modelo BuB coexistiendo con modelos tradicionales en 

ciudades donde la competitividad es más alta. 

 Estudiar qué tipo de comunidad o sociedad debe darse para el interés de una persona 

en acogerse a una situación de este tipo. 
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- 

     Description / purpose 

 Study the BuB model applied to Fibre deployment models. 

 Know how a traditional operator works and in what consists deployment or resale 

networks. 

 Analyse investment models involved in the current traditional model. 

 Make a study on the necessary infrastructure for the traditional and BuB 

deployment. 

 Pay attention in two different situations that can occur, rent or network deployment. 

 Analyse the cost of a deployment with Fibre Optic or WIFI in the last section of the 

network. 

 Analyse the feasibility of a model BuB coexisting with traditional models in cities 

where competition is higher. 

 Consider what type of community or society should be to the interest of a person in 

applying this kind of network. 

 

 

3. Meta 

Crear un Operador que implemente una red BuB en un área competitiva como son 

las ciudades. Por tanto será necesario un estudio de la viabilidad y la sostenibilidad 

teniendo en cuenta todos los elementos que pueden aparecer. Finalmente será 

interesante analizar la aceptación de la sociedad de este tipo de modelos de los que 

se tiene poco conocimiento de su impacto en las ciudades. 

- 

     Goal 

Create a operator to deploy a BuB network in a competitive area like cities. It will 

therefore be necessary to study the viability and sustainability taking into account all 

the elements that can appear. Finally it will be interesting to analyze the community 

acceptance of this type of models that we have little knowledge of their impact on 

cities. 

 

4. Objetivos 

 

 Definir un operador BuB que irrumpa en el mercado de forma competitiva, 

estudiando la viabilidad de todos los pasos (técnica, legal y económica). 

 Ser capaz de involucrar tanto al cliente como comunidad empresarial de la zona 

mediante acuerdos colaborativos con las empresas del lugar. 
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 Estudiar el impacto que tendría en el precio si el usuario únicamente contratase los 

servicios que necesite (siendo móvil y televisión opcionales, y a través de IP). 

 Realizar un plan de negocio para una empresa de este tipo analizando su 

sostenibilidad dentro del mercado de las telecomunicaciones actual. 

- 

     Aim 

 Define a BuB operator to join into a competitive market. It will be necessary study 

the feasibility of all steps (technical, legal and economic). 

 Be able to engage the client and business community both of the area through 

collaborative agreements. 

 Study the impact it would have on the price if the user only sign on the services that 

he needs (mobile and television being optional, and through IP). 

 Make a business plan for a this kind of company analyzing their sustainability in the 

current telecommunications market. 

 

 

5. Alcance 

La magnitud de este estudio tiene un alcance regional en  un primer momento, siendo 

las comunidades de vecinos con acceso a internet la finalidad de este proyecto. Además 

debe haber una persona en la comunidad con un conocimiento de la red, ya que esa 

persona deberá interesarse por los servicios del operador. Se trata de que a través de la 

creación de este Operador esa barrera de entrada para poder crear una red de este tipo 

sea mucho más baja, ya que el operador haría a la vez de “consultoría” técnica. La 

intención es poder llevar a cabo un piloto en la ciudad de Barcelona en Enero de 2014. 

- 

      Scope 

The magnitude of this study is regional first, the neighbour communities with internet 

Access are the purpose of this project. In addition there must be a person in the 

community with network knowledge, since that person will be interested in the services 

of the operator. Through the creation of this operator, the barrier to create a network of 

this kind is lower. The operator will become a technical consultant. The intention is to 

carry out a pilot in the city of Barcelona in January of 2014. 
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6. Stakeholders y patrocinadores del proyecto 

 

- 

     Stakeholders and Project sponsors 

Académico  Iván Fernández, encargado de realizar el estudio. 

 Albert Domingo y Miquel Oliver, tutores del proyecto. 

 

 NeTS Research Group 

 Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

 ESADE 

 CASPUR 

 

Activistas BuB  Guifi.net 

 

Institución publica  Ajuntament de Barcelona 

 Provincia di Roma 

 

Empresas Colaboradas  Manchester  Digital Development Agency 

Academic  Iván Fernández, who performs the study. 

 Albert Domingo y Miquel Oliver, supervisors. 

 

 NeTS Research Group 

 Universitat Pompeu Fabra 

 ESADE 

 CASPUR 

 

BuB activists  Guifi.net 

 

Public organization  Barcelona’s City Council 

 Provincia di Roma 

 

Partner companies  Manchester  Digital Development Agency 
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7. Riesgo 

Este proyecto únicamente se trata del estudio de la viabilidad (técnica, legal y 

económica) que tendría un operador BuB en las ciudades. Por tanto no existe un riesgo 

de no poder llevar a cabo el proyecto, ya que el objetivo de este trabajo se centra en 

estudiar el impacto que tendría, no llevarlo a cabo. Sin embargo, sí que existe un cierto 

riesgo de no encontrar información precisa sobre los precios de alquiler de redes o los 

costes del despliegue, lo que dificultaría poder sacar unas conclusiones claras en torno 

al estudio. 

- 

      Risk 

This project only deals with the study of the feasibility (technical, legal and economic) 

of BuB operator in cities. Therefore there is no risk of failing the project, since the aim 

of this work is to study the impact, not to do it. However, It exist a certain risk of not 

finding accurate information on rental prices or network deployment costs, making it 

difficult to draw clear conclusions about the study. 

 

8. Motivación 

Existe una gran motivación en la actualidad sobre el concepto Bottom Up Broadband y 

su alcance, se han realizado implementaciones en diversas zonas rurales de Europa, y en 

Cataluña en concreto, la ciudad de Gurb. Sin embargo, no se conocen aún las 

consecuencias de llevar este modelo a lugares de mayor competitividad  donde se 

desarrolla el modelo tradicional. 

- 

     Motivation 

There is a big motivation today on Bottom Up Broadband concept and scope, It have 

been made implementations in some areas of Europe, in Catalunya the Gurb City. 

However, we don’t known the consequences of taking this model to more competitive 

locations where the traditional model is developed. 

9. Planificación 

 

A pesar de que aún debe determinarse con más detalle, la planificación del proyecto 

tiene unas fechas marcadas. 

Junio de 2013: Asignación del proyecto. 

Julio de 2013: Inicio del proyecto. 

Septiembre- Diciembre 2013: Desarrollo del conocimiento previo necesario. 

Enero-Marzo 2014: Caso de uso del proyecto. 
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Marzo-Junio 2014: Desarrollo del documento y preparación de presentación. 

Junio 2014: Presentación del documento final. 

- 

Initial Planning 
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C. Antoni Carol (Barcelona City Council) interview. 

 

Place: Ajuntament de Barcelona, avinguda diagonal 220. 

29/10/2013 

Interviewee: Antoni Carol Vilanova 

Position: Responsible for Barcelona municipal public network. 

 

 Barcelona’s Map Network. 

 

 
“Mapa de la xarxa Municipal” (Map, 1)  

 

 Explanation of the different colours of the Map. 
 

Black – IMI cables of public network. (There was deployed by the metro lines and “rondas”). 

Pink – 22@ deployment (Private and public investment). 

Green – Mobility department (There was deployed by the traffic lights). 

Blue and yellow are specific use cables. 

The Black and Green are overlaps in different zones, but there aren’t 2 different cables. 
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 When the City Council wants to deploy fibre by the city. Does the city council 

make a project? Are these projects publics? Is there a deployment plan in the 

city? 

 

 Corporative Buildings 

1. The first deployment plan was to interconnect all the buildings of the city 

council. 

2. After this, the rest deployments have been by different opportunities, not a 

detailed plan. (New Buildings…) 

3. At 2009/2010, it was an important deployment (Europe investment) to reinforce 

the backbone of the city’s network and connect the “rondas” roads to the 

network.  

 

 Public Projects 

The 2009/2010 it is public, because the government and Europe make investment in this 

project, was a public contest and it was in the BOE (Official Bulletin of the State). 

The others could be difficult to find information. 

So, nowadays the city council doesn’t have a deployment plan, when it has the 

opportunity they make the project (Making a little public contest to the companies). 

 

 The 22@ network is managed by the city council? 

No, the municipal society of 22@ is who manages the network, because is renting the 

dark fibre to the Operators who offer FFTH to the citizens or companies. 
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 Which technology uses the city’s network? 

The entire infrastructure is Ethernet. The city council have the intention to try with the 

GPON or others technologies soon. 

 Costs of the projects? 

It is relative to the place of the deployment, for instance, deploy in the metro is very 

expensive, because you only can act in specific hours (0-5h).  

In the street the cost is relative: 

- Sidewalk 100€/m 

- Road 200€/m 

- Sewage system 50€/60€/m 

 

 

 It is neutral the city council optical fibre network? 

Yes, the council's network does not filter any content within the network. 

 

 The city council is sponsoring alternative deployments, ¿or are only the 

operators who are putting the money for private? 

The council cannot use public money to provide "service" to the citizens, so are the 

operators who put their money. What has made the council has been deploying the 

wireless network, but with many limitations. (256kbs, restricted times).  The plan of 

the council is to extend the 22@ model to the entire city, to help little operators to 

offer the service (2014). 
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D. 22@ Deployment Costs 

 

   D.1 22@ Residential rates. 

Document complet.  
(Ajuntament de Barcelona, 2)

 

 

 

ANNEX I. TARIFES D’ARRENDAMENT DE FIBRA FOSCA PER A LA DISTRIBUCIÓ 
EN EL MERCAT RESIDENCIAL 

1. TARIFES 
 

1.1- Tarifa d’alta en concepte de fusions per Tram de la Xarxa Horitzontal: 

La tarifa base per donar d’alta una nou Tram de la Xarxa Horitzontal (2 parells de 

fibres) corresponent majoritàriament a la retribució dels treballs necessaris per a 

realitzar la interconnexió física de fibres és (preu any 2013): 284,91 euros (IVA no 

inclòs) per alta d’un nou Tram de la Xarxa Horitzontal de 2 parells de fibres. 

 

A cada addenda s’especificarà el número d’habitatges possibles que aquesta inclou, 

sense tenir que fer una nova connexió de parells de fibres per arribar aquests habitatges. 

 

L’objectiu del segon parell de fibres és per us redundant al primer parell de fibres, per 

tant L’ARRENDATÀRIA només podrà utilitzar el segon parell de fibres exclusivament 

com a seguretat redundant del primer parell de fibres.  

 

Les renovacions de contractes que no requereixin modificar la interconnexió física, no 

s’aplicarà cap sobre cost per renovació. En el moment de la contractació del Tram (2 

parells de fibres) L'ARRENDATÀRIA comunicarà a L’ARRENDADORA el període 

de temps pel qual contracte la connexió, la unitat de contractació temporal serà l’any. Si 

L'ARRENDATÀRIA no comunica cap termini es considerarà que la durada mínima del 

contracte de la connexió és d’un any. 

 

Aquestes tarifes no admeten descomptes. 

 

1.2-  Tarifa d’alta en concepte d’obra civil d’escomesa per Tram de la Xarxa 

Horitzontal: 

La tarifa base per donar d’alta nous Trams de la Xarxa Horitzontal que s’hagi tingut de 

fer obra civil per realitzar l’escomesa a algun edifici i expressament per oferir serveis de 

telecomunicació al mercat residencial, corresponent a part de la retribució dels treballs 

necessaris per a realitzar la interconnexió física de l’escomesa de l’edifici o grup 

d’edificis és (preu any 2013): 

 

976,78 euros (IVA no inclòs) per alta d’una nova escomesa per edifici o grup 

d’edificis 
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A l’Annex III, s’indica els edificis que aplica aquest concepte a data d’aquest contracte, 

sense perjudici de la inclusió d’altes de nous edificis. Aquest plànol serà actualitzat per 

L’ARRENDADORA quan hi hagin nous edificis connectats a la Xarxa Horitzontal. 

Aquestes tarifes no admeten descomptes. 

 

 

1.3-  Tarifa lloguer xarxa vertical 

La tarifa base de lloguer de Trams de la xarxa vertical per abonat entre el RITI de 

l’edifici o la sala tècnica de l’illa i la PAU de l’abonat o replà d’escala és (preu any 

2013): 

 

5,43 euros / abonat / mes (IVA no inclòs) 

 

 

 

1.4- Tarifa lloguer xarxa horitzontal 

La tarifa base de lloguer de cada Tram de la xarxa horitzontal per abonat entre el punt 

d’interconnexió amb L'ARRENDATÀRIA i el RITI de l’edifici o grup d’edificis és 

(preu any 2013): 

 

5,78 euros / abonat / mes / Tram “addenda” (IVA no inclòs) 

 

El preu mínim de lloguer per Tram de la xarxa horitzontal serà de cinc abonats (preu 

any 2013): 

 

28,92 euros (5 abonats) / mes / Tram “addenda” (IVA no inclòs) 

 

 

Aquesta tarifa és independent de la distància de la connexió. 

 

L’ARRENDADORA tindrà accés en mode d’auditor a la facturació de 

L’ARRENDATÀRIA per verificar que la facturació dels abonats si són usuaris 

residencials. 

 

 

Queda prohibit donar serveis a empreses amb fibres arrendades amb la tarifa descrita en 

aquest apartat. 
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    D.2 22@ Companies rates. 

Document complet.  
(Ajuntament de Barcelona, 3)

 

 

ANNEX III. TARIFES DE FIBRA FOSCA DINS L’ÀMBIT 22@BARCELONA 
 
1. TARIFES D’ALTA, RENOVACIÓ I LLOGUER 
 

1.1-  D’Alta i de Renovació de Parells: 

 

La tarifa per donar d’alta noves connexions dins l’àmbit 22@Barcelona de 8 parells de 

fibres o menys (IVA no inclòs) corresponent majoritàriament a la retribució dels 

treballs necessaris per a realitzar la interconnexió física és (preu any 2013): 

 

284,91 euros per alta d’una nova connexió de 8 parells de fibres o menys. 

 

Les renovacions de les Addendes que no requereixin modificar la interconnexió física, 

no s’aplicarà cap cost per renovació. En el moment de la contractació d’1 parell de 

fibres l’arrendatària comunicarà a l’arrendadora el període de temps pel qual contracte 

la connexió, la unitat de contractació serà l’any. Si l’arrendatària no comunica cap 

termini es considerarà que la durada del contracte de la connexió és d’un any. Aquestes 

tarifes no admeten descomptes. 

 

1.2- Lloguer 

 

La tarifa base de lloguer dins l’àmbit 22@Barcelona d’1 parell de fibres (IVA no 

inclòs) entre el punt d’interconnexió amb l’operador i la sala tècnica de l’illa és (preu 

any 2013): 

 

6.529,08 euros / connexió per illa / any 

 

Aquesta tarifa és independent de la distància de la connexió, entenent que aquesta 

sempre és dins del polígon 22@Barcelona o àmbits connexes. Donades les 

característiques de l’àmbit, la distància promig dels enllaços és de 1.000m. Aquestes 

tarifes únicament són efectives dins l’àmbit 22@Barcelona, tot i que es disposa de fibra 

fora de l’àmbit. La tarifa, en aquest cas, es determinarà prèvia sol·licitud. 

 

Tindran una consideració especial les connexions sol·licitades per Administracions 

Públiques. En aquest supòsit s’aplicarà el descompte màxim a les connexions. En el cas 

que l’ARRENDATÀRIA no fós Administració Pública, les tarifes passarien al règim 

general. 

 

2. DESCOMPTES LLOGUER 

El descompte màxim serà del 50% respecte la tarifa base i depèn dels següents 

conceptes: 
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2.1-  Percentatge d’illes: el nombre d’illes connectades per l’arrendatària respecte el 

nombre d’illes amb disponibilitat de fibra per part de l’arrendadora dins l’àmbit 

22@Barcelona, aplicat sobre el 50%. Obté el màxim descompte (50%) l’arrendatària 

que sol·liciti l’enllaç a cada illa en el moment que l’operador d’infraestructures disposi 

de xarxa en una illa transformada. El descompte obtingut en una illa serà permanent 

inclús en el cas que es donessin de baixa totes les connexions i es realitzessin noves 

altes. 

 

2.2-  Durada dels contractes: aquest concepte es considera de forma implícita al 

considerar el nombre d’illes connectades. A més durada dels contractes més descomptes 

en el decurs dels anys respecte nous enllaços. 

 

2.3- Tarifa segons parells: Independentment dels conceptes anterior, s’estableix un 

descompte addicional sobre la tarifa base pels parells addicionals de fibres a l’illa. Les 

tarifes base dels segons parells de fibra sobre les què també s’aplicarà el descompte 

anterior són (preus any 2013): 

 

- Segon parell de fibres: 593,56 euros / connexió per illa / any. 

 

- Tercer parell de fibres: 50% del preu base    

1er parell 3.264,56 euros / connexió per illa / any. 

 

- Quart parell de fibres: 593,56 euros / connexió per illa / any. 

 

- Cinquè parell de fibres: 25% del preu base  

1er parell 1.632,27 euros / connexió per illa / any. 

 

- A partir del sisè parell de fibres: 593,56 euros / connexió per illa / any. 

 

En aquest cas no es permetrà el relloguer dels segons parells a tercers. 

 

Per tal que l’operador conegui en cada moment els seus descomptes es comunicarà 

anualment el nombre d’illes connectades. 
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D.3 22@ Connection Rates 
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D.4 FTTH Rent 
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 D.5 FTTH Deployment 
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D.6 FTTB Rent 
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 D.7 FTTB Deployment 
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D.8 FTTC Renting 
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 D.9 FTTC Own Deployment 
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E. Start deployment from the scratch.  

 

E.1 Trench deployment. 
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E.2 Façade deployment. 
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F. Neighbourhood communities interviews. 

 

Entrevista a Comunidad de Vecinos #1 

Passeig Valeri Serra (Barcelona) 

       

Esta entrevista se basa en  una serie de preguntas para la creación de un modelo de negocio 

óptimo para una empresa de telecomunicaciones. El entrevistador le hará una serie de preguntas 

en relación a su comunidad de vecinos, su organización, problemas y el tipo de conexión a 

Internet que usted tiene contratado. 

A continuación se le propondrá un modelo y usted tendrá que evaluarlo de la forma más sincera 

y personal que a usted le sugiera. 

Le agradecemos el tiempo depositado en esta entrevista. 

Perfil del entrevistado: 

1. Nombre:  Catalina Ayala Rooryck 

2. Edad: 44 

3. Rol en la comunidad: Presidenta de la comunidad 

4. Localidad: Barcelona 08011 

5. Número de Personas residiendo en la vivienda: 4 

6. Viviendas en el edificio: Aprox. 40 

7. Año de construcción del edificio:  1950s 

8. Hay viviendas de alquiler en su comunidad: Sí 

9. Tienen subcontratada la gestión de la 

comunidad: 

A una empresa gestora, Forcadell. 
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Preguntas 

1. Como se organiza su comunidad a la hora de contratar un servicio básico. 

(Ascensor, Gas…). ¿Votan?  

 

Normalmente lo organiza el administrador externo de la gestoría a través del presidente de la 

comunidad, quien es la persona que recoge las quejas, sugerencias… y se las comunica al 

administrador y este se encarga de organizar el lugar y el momento de la reunión. Las cosas 

pequeñas, como arreglos y facturas, se le entregan al presidente y este se las hace llegar al 

administrador. 

En el caso de nuestra comunidad, la gestoría que hace este trabajo es Forcadell. Cuando hay 

alguna propuesta se hace la reunión de vecinos y votan para decidir.  

 

 ¿Debe haber mayoría para que una propuesta salga adelante? 

 

Normalmente sí, a no ser que sea algo muy evidente. Generalmente para evitar ciertos 

problemas en muchas ocasiones basta con el voto de algunos vecinos pero siempre dependiendo 

de la situación, como podría ser la señora que hace la limpieza. 

 

 Si una empresa externa se dirige a ofrecer un servicio a la comunidad de 

vecinos, ¿A quién debe hacer llegar la oferta? 

 

Debería dirigirse al presidente de la comunidad, y este acto seguido lo hará llegar al 

administrador para que sea votado o se decida qué hacer. Toda esta burocracia se debe a que 

somos una cantidad enorme de pisos (unos 40) y todo esto limita en cierta manera la posibilidad 

de hacerlo más directo.  

Por tanto una recomendación es ir directamente a los administradores de fincas, ya que ellos 

pueden ser los que propongan ese tipo de ofertas a comunidades que están buscando soluciones 

para disminuir el gasto u otro tipo de situaciones que impliquen hacer un cambio, aunque por 

supuesto los administradores también querrán sacar tajada. Es más, el administrador cobra 50€ 

por reunión que se realiza. 

Finalmente, cuando se toma la decisión de contratar un nuevo servicio, el presidente es el que 

firma el “acta” de la reunión y el administrador es el que se encarga de la contratación. 

 

 El pago de los servicios básicos en comunidad, ¿cómo se pagan? 

 

Se le paga al administrador que controla la cuenta de la comunidad y todos los pagos de los 

vecinos, de esa manera si alguien no paga el administrador suele ser la persona encargada de 

avisar. 
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2. Explicación del modelo FTTB  dirigido a comunidades de vecinos. 

 

Este nuevo modelo propone la contratación del servicio de Internet no individualmente sino 

como una entidad que será la “Comunidad de vecinos”. Por tanto, todos los vecinos que se 

hayan interesado (debería haber una demanda de más del 60% para que sea posible), recibirán 

una conexión a internet compartida con una velocidad suficiente para abastecer todos los 

servicios que utilizan habitualmente. 

La idea es intentar llevar una fibra al edificio y a partir de ahí distribuirlo en función de las 

necesidades de la comunidad, difiriendo pues al modelo actual, donde telefónica lleva la fibra 

hasta el hogar y cobra una tarifa por cada vivienda. En caso de ser un edificio viejo, se podría 

utilizar puntos de acceso Wi-Fi en todas las plantas, o mediante cable de red a cada una de las 

viviendas. También es importante mencionar que no será obligatorio tener un teléfono fijo con 

este modelo, pudiéndose contratar adicionalmente y funcionando a través de Internet. 

 

3. Que dudas le sugiere este modelo? 

 

Me parece una idea muy buena, sobre todo si el precio de este servicio significa ahorrar una 

suma importante de dinero cada mes vecino. Sin embargo, creo que hay mucha disparidad entre 

lo que los propios vecinos quieren. Ahora se lleva mucho los “packs” y la gente quiere tener 

todo con la misma compañía para que le salga más barato, por tanto esta nueva empresa debería 

tener en cuenta que no todos los vecinos quieren tener la misma “conexión” ni la misma 

cantidad de servicios. Aunque también es verdad que siempre hay gente que no quiere tenerlo 

todo. Nosotros tenemos pisos de alquiler en otros sitios y en muchos sitios no nos interesa ni el 

teléfono fijo ni el móvil, y encontrar ofertas únicamente con Internet es imposible. 

También me surge una duda y tiene que ver con la instalación. ¿Quién pagaría todos los 

equipos?, porque seguramente en caso de tener que hacer una derrama para acometer la 

instalación seguramente no tendría éxito, porque la gente no está para gastar más. Ya han 

venido algunas empresas al edificio con la intención de intentar hacer la instalación pero 

siempre pagando los vecinos, y por supuesto los vecinos en este caso no suelen tener 

motivación para hacerlo.  

En caso de hacer este nuevo modelo, es importante saber por dónde se hará la instalación, ya 

que en muchas ocasiones las personas están en contra de pasar nuevos cables y cambiarse a 

otros modelos. 

 

4. ¿Cree que sería factible este modelo de Internet en su comunidad de vecinos?, 

¿qué problemas cree que podrían surgir? 

 

Como hemos comentado antes, yo creo que los principales problemas serían que no hubiera 

demasiados cables de operadores a la misma vez, lo que haría que los vecinos no quisieran 

nuevas instalaciones. También el hecho de que los vecinos quieran tener más servicios y que la 

empresa los pueda brindar es importante, porque como decía cada vez la gente quiere más los 

“packs”. 
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Y algunas dudas que podrían surgir es la seguridad, porque ¿eso de conectarse todos a la misma 

red no podría ser peligroso? Hay gente que tiene negocios en esta planta, y quizás puedan tener 

más exigencia en este sentido. 

 

5. Que razones le llevarían a contratar este tipo de servicios en conjunción con su 

comunidad? 

 

El servicio en primer lugar, porque siempre es lo más importante. No sirve de nada pagar mucho 

menos si después el servicio deja mucho que desear.  

También un precio más bajo, porque si no tendría sentido compartirlo con los vecinos. Y por 

supuesto, la versatilidad de servicios, que también pueda contratar móvil o televisión sería 

interesante. 

 

6. ¿Si el precio que tuviera que pagar fuera mucho más bajo que el que paga 

actualmente, lo haría?  

 

En el caso de que el servicio sea bueno, por un precio bastante más bajo sin duda que los 

vecinos te dirían que sí. Aunque lo mejor, ratifico que es ir a Forcadell, que tienen la 

administración de 2000 comunidades y seguramente eso puede marcar la diferencia ante otros 

operadores que quisieran hacer lo mismo. 
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Entrevista a Comunidad de Vecinos #2 

Calle del Molí (Can Vidalet - Barcelona) 

Perfil del entrevistado: 

1. Nombre: Diego García 

2. Edad: 54 

3. Rol en la comunidad: Secretario administrador 

4. Localidad: Can Vidalet – Barcelona 

5. Número de Personas residiendo en la vivienda: 4 

6. Viviendas en el edificio: 36 (2 portales de 18) 

7. Año de construcción del edificio:  70s 

8. Hay viviendas de alquiler en su comunidad: Si 

9. Tienen subcontratada la gestión de la 

comunidad: 

No 

 

Preguntas 

7. Como se organiza su comunidad a la hora de contratar un servicio básico. 

(Ascensor, Gas…). ¿Votan?  

 

Cuando tenemos alguna oferta nueva de un servicio a la comunidad, el presidente es el que 

convoca la reunión e informa a todos los vecinos mediante un tablón que tenemos en la entrada. 

En esa reunión los vecinos votan para decidir sobre las propuestas del día. En caso de 

aprobación, el secretario administrativo es el encargado de ponerse en contacto con la empresa 

externa y la persona que controla los pagos. 

 

 ¿Debe haber mayoría para que una propuesta salga adelante? 
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Para la contratación de algo nuevo, se necesita el voto de la mayoría de propietarios, ya que son 

estos últimos los que votan en las reuniones (los inquilinos en régimen de alquiler no tienen 

derecho). En caso de queja o sugerencia de cambio de un servicio (limpieza, gas…) también se 

necesita el voto de la mayoría para que tenga efecto. 

 Si una empresa externa se dirige a ofrecer un servicio a la comunidad de 

vecinos, ¿A quién debe hacer llegar la oferta? 

 

Si una empresa tiene una oferta hacía la comunidad, tanto puede hacerse llegar al presidente de 

la comunidad como al secretario administrativo. Lo transmitirán en la próxima reunión de 

vecinos. Precisamente hace unos días se cambió la empresa que hacía el mantenimiento del 

ascensor por otra con una oferta mejor. 

 El pago de los servicios básicos en comunidad, ¿cómo se hace? 

 

En nuestro caso, tenemos una cuenta corriente de la comunidad donde todos los vecinos 

mensualmente alojan los pagos en concepto de comunidad (Ascensor, gas, agua, arreglos…) De 

la cuenta no se encarga el presidente de la comunidad, sino el secretario administrativo, quien 

revisa todos los pagos tanto de los vecinos como hacia las empresas externas. 

 

8. Explicación del modelo FTTB  dirigido a comunidades de vecinos. 

 

Este nuevo modelo propone la contratación del servicio de Internet no  individualmente sino 

como una entidad que será la “Comunidad de vecinos”. Por  tanto, todos los vecinos que se 

hayan interesado (debería haber una demanda de más  del 60% para que sea posible), 

recibirán una conexión a internet compartida con una  velocidad suficiente para abastecer 

todos los servicios que utilizan habitualmente.  

La idea es intentar llevar una fibra al edificio y a partir de ahí distribuirlo en función  de las 

necesidades de la comunidad, difiriendo pues al modelo actual, donde  telefónica lleva la fibra 

hasta el hogar y cobra una tarifa por cada vivienda. En caso  de ser un edificio viejo, se podría 

utilizar puntos de acceso Wi-Fi en todas las plantas,  o mediante cable de red a cada una de las 

viviendas. También es importante  mencionar que no será obligatorio tener un teléfono fijo con 

este modelo, pudiéndose  contratar adicionalmente y funcionando a través de Internet.  

 

9. ¿Qué dudas le sugiere este modelo? 

 

Una de las dudas principales que me surgirían es si todos los vecinos puedan tener un servicio 

equitativo y que de una buena señal y velocidad a todos los vecinos. Que no pase como la 

televisión, que la gente que tiene los pisos en las zonas más bajas del edificio ha tenido que 

instalarse amplificadores porque la antena colectiva no tiene suficiente potencia.  

 

10. ¿Cree que sería factible este modelo de Internet en su comunidad de vecinos?, 

¿qué problemas cree que podrían surgir? 
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Evidentemente si es un buen servicio y del que nos beneficiamos todos, y es más barato, hoy en 

día la mayoría tenemos internet y por tanto puede ser una buena idea.  

En este caso. Habría que ver si podríamos tener packs con teléfonos móviles o televisión, ya que 

muchísima gente en esta comunidad está utilizando servicios como Imagenio TV, ya que en 

nuestra comunidad es la única operadora que ahora mismo ofrece Fibra Óptica. 

 

11. ¿Qué razones le llevarían a contratar este tipo de servicios en conjunción con su 

comunidad 

 

Hoy en día todas las comunidades quieren ahorrar en costes, y como Internet cada vez es más 

universal y lo dispone más gente siempre que fuera un servicio de calidad/precio que estuviera 

bien, no habría ningún problema a la hora de contratarlo. La razón principal como siempre es la 

de reducir costes. La atención al cliente también es un elemento importante y la facilidad de 

llegar a la empresa para el presidente pueden ser factores determinantes también. 

 

12. ¿Si el precio que tuviera que pagar fuera mucho más bajo que el que paga 

actualmente, lo haría?  

 

En mi opinión no es suficiente un precio bajo. Principalmente lo que más se valora es el servicio 

y si este es bueno no importa pagar un poco más. Por tanto para que este modelo pueda 

funcionar tiene que ofrecerme un servicio de calidad a un precio más bajo que el que pago 

actualmente.  

Evidentemente si estos puntos se cumplen, es una propuesta que tiene mucho sentido y 

seguramente saldría adelante. 
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G. FastBuB business model investment 
 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd year 4th year 5th year 6th year 7th year 8th year 

Buildings 30 60 120 240 480 720 960 1200 

Neighbours 240 480 960 1,920 3,840 5,760 7,680 9600 

Investment/year31 704,300€ 671,300€ 835,200€ 999,400€ 1,327,800€ 1,327,800€ 1,327,800€ 1,327,800€ 

30€/ monthly to 

each neighbour 

revenue 

86,400€ 172,800€ 345,600€ 691,200€ 1,382,400€ 2,073,600€ 2,764,800€ 3,456,000€ 

Year-To-Date 86,400€ 259,200€ 604,800€ 1,296,000€ 2,678,400€ 4,752,000€ 7,516,800€ 10,972,800€ 

Result -617,900€ -1,116,400€ -1,606,000€ -1,914,200€ -1,859,600€ - 1,113,800€ 323,200€ 2,451,400€ 

ROI (5%) -87,73% -81,16% -72,64% -59,63% -40,98% -18,99% 4,49% 40,37% 

 

                                                           
 

31
 The approximate investment done in 30 apartments is 82100€ in concept of Equipment, Fibre 

installers and Maintenance. 
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